Credit and Collateral Regulations for Corporate Banking Customers
(not applicable to customers serviced within the scope of the activity taken over by BNP Paribas Bank Polska S.A.
as a result of a demerger of the entity with KRS number: 14540, unless under the relevant annexes to loan
agreements they have become subject to these regulations).

PART I
General provisions
§1
Application Scope of the Regulations
1. These Regulations shall be applicable to credit (loan) agreements and collateral actions concluded by the Bank with entrepren eurs and farmers.
2. Credit (loan) agreements refer to any agreements that entail credit risk for the Bank, based on which the Bank provides an entrepreneur or a
farmer indicated in the agreement with appropriate funds subject to their repayment or with other solutions indicated in the agreement.
Detailed terms and conditions on specific types of credit (loan) agreements are presented in Part II of the Regulations and are binding upon those
Borrowers that use the respective forms of financing.
3. Collateral actions are agreements or unilateral statements concluded or accepted by the Bank in order to secure the Bank’s receivables arising
from credit (loan) agreements.
4. The Regulations supersedes:
1) “General Financing Conditions For Institutional Clients to whom the provisions of the Account Act apply at Bank BGŻ BNP Paribas Spółka
Akcyjna (GFCFIC)” (applies to customers serviced in the Bank's branches which before the merger date were branches of BGŻ S.A .) and
“General Financing Conditions For Institutional Clients to whom the provisions of the Account Act apply at Bank Gospodarki Żywnościowej
SPÓŁKA AKCYJNA (GFCFIC)”,
2) “General Financing Conditions For Institutional Clients to whom the provisions of the Account Act do not apply at Bank BGŻ BN P Paribas
Spółka Akcyjna (GFCFIC MICRO)” (applies to customers serviced in the Bank's branches which before the merger date were branches for
agreements concluded by BGŻ S.A.) and “General Financing Conditions For Institutional Clients to whom the provisions of the A ccount Act do
not apply at Bank Gospodarki Żywnościowej SPÓŁKA AKCYJNA (GFCFIC MICRO)”,
3) “General Financing Conditions at Bank Gospodarki Żywnościowej Spółka Akcyjna of projects co-financed with the UE Funds under the Rural
Development Program for the years from 2007 to 2013” “Agro Unia - Development of the Agrisector” and “General Financing Conditions at
Bank Gospodarki Żywnościowej Spółka Akcyjna of projects co-financed with the UE Funds under “Sustainable Development of the Fisheries
Sector and Coastal Fishing Areas in the period 2007-2013” Operational Programme” “Agro Unia - Development of the Fisheries Sector” and
“General Financing Conditions at Bank Gospodarki Żywnościowej Spółka Akcyjna of projects co-financed with the UE Funds under Operational
Programs for the years from 2007 to 2013 (Innovative Economy OP; Infrastructure and Environment OP; Development of Eastern Poland OP;
Regional Operational Programs) - "BGŻ Loan - European Union - Support of the Entrepreneurship Sector” and “General Financing Conditions
at Bank Gospodarki Żywnościowej Spółka Akcyjna of investment projects co-financed with the UE Funds under Operational Programs for the
years from 2007 to 2013 (Innovative Economy OP; Infrastructure and Environment OP; Development of Eastern Poland OP; Regional
Operational Programs) - "BGŻ Loan - European Union - Support of the Public Interest Institutions” (applies to customers using loans to finance
investments co-financed from the EU Funds in the Bank's Branches which before the merger belonged to BGŻ S.A.),
4) “General Preferential Financing Conditions For Institutional Clients at Bank Gospodarki Żywnościowej Spółka Akcyjna (GFCp MICRO)” and
“General Preferential Financing Conditions For Institutional Clients at Bank Gospodarki Żywnościowej Spółka Akcyjna (GFCp IC)” and “General
Preferential Financing Conditions at BGŻ S.A. (GFC-PR)” (applies to customers serviced in the Bank's branches which before the merger date
were branches of BGŻ S.A.) and “General Preferential Financing Conditions at BNP Paribas Bank Polska SA (GFC-PR), also referred to as
“General Preferential Financing Conditions”.
§2 Explanation of Terms and Expressions
The terms and expressions used in these Regulations shall have the following meaning:
a) Bank - BNP Paribas Bank Polska Spółka Akcyjna, based in Warsaw;
b) current credit term – a period within the financing term for which the Bank may render the working capital loan available,
c) available balance – total amount of funds accumulated on the account and increased by the funds made available by the Bank under credit
facilities within the account, but decreased by all amounts blocked on the account by the Bank,
d) business day – every weekday from Monday through Friday when the Bank performs its credit or collateral activities, with the exception of
public holidays,
e) interest due date – means the fifth day of a month, and if such day is not a business day, then it shall mean the first business day that follows,
f) EURIBOR – the Euro Interbank Offered Rate whose administrator is the European Money Markets Institute (EMMI) or another entity that will
perform this function in the future, relevant for the tenor (period) specified in the agreement for the variable base interes t rate or any future
index that replaces or modifies it.a reference rate determined by the European Money Market Institute (EMMI) S.A. based in Brussels, an
entity acting as Administrator, pursuant to the EURIBOR Regulations available at www.emmi-benchmarks.eu or each subsequent ones to
replace or amend them. The reference next to the rate name means the period it refers to, e.g.: 1M – one month, 3M – three months, 6M –
six months, 1Y – one year. EURIBOR is published at www.emmi-benchmarks.eu on dates specified by the Administrator,
g) other receivables – receivables due to the Bank under an agreement other than credit receivables, specifically, other receivables are interest,
commissions and fees,
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h)

derivative instrument - option, futures contract, swap, FX forward agreement and other property right whose price depends directly or
indirectly on the price or value of financial instrument, foreign currency, interest rates, yield, financial indices, financial ratios, commodities ,
climate change indices, freight rates, greenhouse gas emissions levels, inflation ratios or other official statistical data, and also other assets,
rights, commitments, indices or ratios (underlying instruments),
i)
Borrower– an entrepreneur or farmer with whom the Bank has entered into a loan agreement,
j) credit (loan) – funds or facilities that the Bank provides to the Borrower for a specified period under an agreement, earmarked for a specific
purpose; the Borrower shall return the funds to the Bank along with interest, commissions and fees due at scheduled repayment dates and
fulfil other obligations resulting from the agreement,
k) working capital loan – a credit facility designed for financing the Borrower’s current needs related to the business or agricultural activity
conducted,
l)
investment loan – a loan other than working capital facility, specifically extended to finance the Borrower’s investment outlays specified in an
agreement,
m) cross rate – FX rate applied by the Bank to exchange one foreign currency into another foreign currency; the exchange is made in such a way
that the base foreign currency is first exchanged into PLN at the Bank’s buying rate and then the funds obtained are exchanged into a target
foreign currency at the Bank’s selling rate,
n) LIBOR – the London Interbank Offered Rate whose administrator is the ICE Benchmark Administration Limited or another entity that will
perform this function in the future, relevant for the currency and tenor (period) specified in the agreement for the variable b ase interest rate
or any future index that replaces or modifies it.a reference rate determined by the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) SA based in Atlanta, an
entity acting as Administrator, pursuant to the LIBOR Regulations available at www.theice.com or each subsequent ones to replace or amend
them. The reference next to the rate name means the period it refers to, e.g.: 1M – one month, 3M – three months, 6M – six months, 1Y –
one year. LIBOR is published at www.theice.com on dates specified by the Administrator,
n)o) maximum base rate - the maximum value of the variable base interest rate specified in the agreement,
o)p) receivables - any receivables due to the Bank under the agreement,
p)q) loan receivables – loan amount or its portion that the Borrower is obligated to repay to the Bank,
r) independent expert appraiser - an appraiser who meets all of the following conditions:
(i)
he/she was not guided by the creditworthiness of the Borrower and it did not influence his/her decisions,
(ii) he/she or his/her spouse or first-degree relatives were not involved in the credit process for which the valuation is prepared,
(iii) he/she (or his/her spouse or first degree relatives) has no actual or potential conflict of interest in relation to the appraised asset, the
appraisal process or the outcome of the appraisal,
(iv) he/she or his/her spouse or first degree relatives have not directly or indirectly held an interest in the appraised asset,
(v) he/she or his/her spouse or first-degree relatives were not related to the purchaser or seller of the appraised asset,
q)s) interest period – a period under the agreement and recurring through the whole current credit term or financing term, starting from the day
following the end of the previous interest period and lasting to interest due date under the agreement (exclusive), however:
(i)
the first interest period starts on the day of the loan disbursement date and lasts until the nearest interest due date (exclusive), and
(ii) the last interest period lasts until the last day of the current credit term or financing term (inclusive).
If the agreement does not specify any interest period, the interest period shall be one, three or six months, depending on the variable interest
rate type stipulated in the agreement,
r)t) fifth day of a month – means the fifth day of a month, and if such day is not a business day, then it shall mean the first business day that
follows,
s)u) electronic signature – a qualified electronic signature (within the meaning of Article 3(12) of Regulation (EU) no. 910/2014 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 23 July 2014 on electronic identification and trust services for electronic transactions in the internal market
and repealing Directive 1999/93/EC, or other electronic signature acceptable for the Bank. The list of electronic signatures (including
advanced) acceptable to the Bank is available at the Bank's units and on its website,
t)v) Banking Law – Banking Law Act of 29 August 1997, along with implementing rules, likewise each act that amends or replaces the aforesaid
Act along with implementing rules to such an amended or replaced Act,
u)w) entrepreneur – an entrepreneur within the meaning of Article 43 1 of the Civil Code Act dated 23 April 1964,
v)x) sanction legislation - means any economic or trade sanctions, laws, regulations or preventive measures (including, for the avoidance of doubt,
any sanctions or measures related to any embargo or asset freeze) enacted, administered, imposed or enforced by the United Nations or by
the European Union (or the Republic of France or the Secretary to the Treasury of the United Kingdom), by the United States o f North America
(including OFAC regulations) or any other competent institution;
w)y) currency conversion - exchange of foreign currencies made by the Bank at a buy/sell rate prevailing at the Bank on the day of such conversion,
and in the case of conversion of one foreign currency into another foreign currency - at the cross rate; FX standard rates prevailing at the
Bank are available at the Bank branches, on the Bank’s website, at the Call Centre of the Bank, or provided by the Bank in an y other way;
currency conversion may be made with the Bank’s consent only;
x)z) event of default – each event defined in §19 of the Regulations and/or the agreement,
y)aa) split payment account - auxiliary account, exclusively intended for credit/loan disbursement and making payments from the disbursed
amount in the split payment mechanism,
z)bb) farmer – a natural person, legal person or organisational unit without legal personality that is granted legal capacity by the provisions of
law, and runs an agricultural activity within the meaning of the agricultural tax law provisions,
aa)cc) internet banking system – an internet banking system provided available by the Bank,
bb)dd) table of commissions and fees – a document that includes a list of commissions and fees applied by the Bank,
cc)ee) Tranche – a portion of a loan disbursed in a specified amount and on a scheduled date based on the Borrower’s instruction, or as a result
of circumstances stipulated in the agreement or the Regulations,
dd)ff) making a credit available – providing the Borrower with credit funds, while the disbursement of the credit made available may depend on
the fulfilment by the Borrower of conditions determined in the agreement and Regulations,
ee)gg) agreement– an agreement on granting the loan, unless the content of these Regulations provides otherwise,
ff)hh) credit disbursement – crediting the Borrower’s account with credit funds or transferring the credit funds by the Bank into an account
indicated by the Borrower, likewise other circumstances of a similar nature (e.g. granting a guarantee or opening a letter of credit) as a result
of which the Bank transfers the credit funds or loses control over such funds due to the Borrower’s earlier instructions;
gg)ii) Entity Establishing the Collateral – an entity that has established legal collateral in favour of the Bank that secures the repayment of
receivables; provisions of the Regulations shall be applicable to the Entity Establishing the Collateral, accordingly,
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hh)jj) Loan (credit) currency – a currency specified in the agreement, in which loan receivables are posted and credit interest accrues,
ii)kk) WIBOR – the Warsaw Interbank Offered Rate whose administrator is GPW Benchmark S.A. or another entity that will perform this function
in the future, relevant for the tenor (period) specified in the agreement for the variable base interest rate or any future i ndex that replaces
or modifies it.a reference rate determined by the GPW Benchmark SA based in Warsaw, an entity acting as Administrator, pursuant to the
WIBID and WIBOR Reference Rates Regulations available at www.gpwbenchmark.pl or each subsequent ones to replace or amend them.
The reference next to the rate name means the period it refers to, e.g.: 1M – one month, 3M – three months, 6M – six months, 1Y – one
year. WIBOR is published at www.gpwbenchmark.pl on dates specified by the Administrator,
jj)ll) list - the list referred to in Art. 96(b)(1) of the Act of 11 March 2004 regarding tax on goods and services, maintained by the Head of the
National Tax Administration,
kk)mm)
collateral – a right authorizing the Bank to satisfy its matured receivables in case the Borrower fails to repay them, or, as the case
may be, any act-in-law that is the source of such a right;
ll)nn) creditworthiness – capacity to repay any contracted loan along with due interest, fees and commissions at dates specified in the agreement.
mm)oo)
order – means each request of the Borrower regarding issuance of/amendment to a guarantee or opening/amendment to a letter
of credit, submitted pursuant to a model applicable in the Bank in the written form or with use of electronic signature, or via the internet
banking system,
nn)pp) variable base interest rate - LIBOR, EURIBOR or WIBOR; depending on the credit/loan currency; in the case the base interest rate reaches
a negative value - for the purpose of the credit/loan interest rate calculation it is assumed that the interest rate is zero.
§3 Disclosure Obligations of the Borrower
Subject to §17, the Borrower shall:
a) provide the Bank with reliable and true information in paper form or with electronic signature about:
(i)
intention to conclude and conclusion of loan, credit facility, leasing or factoring agreements, granting any suretyship, acce ssing to debt
or assuming any obligations under promissory notes, issuance of debt instruments, guarantee or letter-of-credit agreements, if the value
of obligations resulting from such agreements exceeds, within a financial year, 10% of the value of the Borrower's own funds calculated
as at the end of the previous full fiscal year, and for a farmer who does not prepare financial reports, if the said value exceeds PLN
50,000,
(ii) transactions related to derivative instruments concluded with third parties; the above information should be presented to the Bank
quarterly,
(iii) intention to encumber and encumbering the Borrower’s assets by a value exceeding, within a financial year, 10% of the Borrower's own
funds calculated as at the end of the previous full fiscal year, and in the case of a farmer who does not prepare financial statements, if
the value exceeds PLN 50,000 in relation to encumbrances (own or of third parties) towards third parties, intention to aliena te and
alienation of the Borrower’s assets, by a value exceeding, within a financial year, 10% of the Borrower’s ow n funds calculated as at the
end of the previous full fiscal year, except for sale performed within the scope of the business activity pursued, and in the case of a farmer
who does not prepare financial statements, if the value exceeds PLN 50,000 in relation to encumbrances (own or of third parties) towards
third parties,
(iv) changes in the agricultural production volume, area and quality of real estate classified as agricultural land, production di rection and
production assets, size and quality of the livestock, which may result in a deterioration of the economic and financial standing of the
Borrower that threatens timely repayment of any obligations due to the Bank (it applies to a natural person who is a farmer),
(v) petition filed to declare bankruptcy or to initiate restructuring proceedings concerning the Borrower,
b) make available information and documents in paper form or with electronic signature, on dates indicated below or within 3 day s from receipt
of a request from the Bank, which request will be made not more often than once in every 3 month, related to:
(i)
its identification, registration and corporate data, information on representation and filed applications for data change, including specifically
the following:
- extracts from the National Court Register (“KRS”) or another register of similar type (or their electronic versions),
- NIP (Tax Identification Number),
- REGON (statistical number),
- change of the registered office address,
- tax residence certificate,
- information about their ownership and capital structure,
(ii) its financial and agricultural situation, creditworthiness and capability of duly fulfilling its obligations towards the Bank, including in
particular:
- within 20 calendar days following the end of each calendar quarter, the following documents:

F-01 report,

interim financial statements and capital group’s consolidated financial statements,
In the event the Borrower is not obliged to prepare such statements, the information about its business performance in the form agreed
with the Bank in the agreement.
Documents for the fourth quarter of the specific calendar year should be provided by 20 February of the calendar year followi ng the
calendar year which the financial statements/information about performance refer to.
- furthermore, within 6 months of the date ending the fiscal year:

annual financial statements along with the report on the entity’s activity (if the obligation to prepare such a report arises under an
act or separate provisions), and the statutory auditor’s report from the audit of the annual financial statements when the audit of
the statements is required under the relevant provisions of law,

annual consolidated financial statements of a group along with the report on the group’s activity (if the obligation to prepare such a
report arises under an act or separate provisions), and the statutory auditor’s report from the audit of the financial statem ents when the audit of the statements is required under the relevant provisions of law,
- For local government units:
•
Rb-NDS – quarterly report on a surplus/deficit, up to 30 days following the quarter-end,
•
annual report on the budget execution, by 31 March of the following year,
•
a resolution of a body that constitutes a local government unit regarding the budget along with attachments, i.e., the plan of
revenues and expenditures, plan of income and expenses, debt amount projection, plan of investment tasks, immediately upon
establishment of the budget,
•
a resolution of a body that constitutes a local government unit regarding a multi-annual financial forecast, immediately upon
establishment of the budget,
•
opinion of the regional accounting chamber on the report submitted by the local government unit on the budget execution and
the performance of financial plans and multi-annual financial forecast, ability to finance the planned budget deficit and the correctness of
the planned debt amount, and on the draft budget resolution, immediately upon establishment of the budget,
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(iii)

number of persons employed, property rights that the Borrower is entitled to and encumbrances, if any, established on such rights, and
financial commitments (both balance sheet and off-balance sheet ones), likewise any issued judicial decisions obligating the Borrower to
satisfy pecuniary claims, including judicial decisions pending appeal, and information about other banks that the Borrower keeps accounts
with;
(iv) update of the valuation (appraisal report) of the real estate accepted as collateral for loans or other products granted to the Borrower by
the Bank, made by an independent expert appraiser, while the appraisal report update at the Borrower’s cost and providing it to the Bank
once every three (3) years. In the event of a failure to provide a new appraisal report within the required deadline, the Bank may request
the Borrower to complete missing documents; in such a case the Borrower is obliged to deliver the required appraisal report w ithin 30
days of the Bank’s request. Should the Borrower fail [to meet the above request], the Bank has the right to apply measures provided for
in §18 para. 13 of these Regulations.
(v) allow authorized employees of the Bank, including other persons authorized by the Bank to conduct audit of the Borrower’s acc ounting
books and trade documents at the Borrower’s site in order to recognize his business and financial standing, course of trans actions financed,
economic structure of assets and liabilities, manner of a credit utilization, likewise value of collateral established,
(vi) provide at the Bank's request, but once a quarter at most up-to-date certificates issued by the Tax Office and Social Security Office (ZUS)/
Agricultural Social Insurance Fund (KRUS) confirming no arrears in any payments due to the above institutions,
(vii) Other information or documents requested by the Bank for assessment of the Borrower's financial and economic standing,
c) immediately inform the Bank of changes to the information provided to the Bank and of actual or potential events of default and of events of
default that arose in agreements concluded with other financial institutions;
d) obligation to notify the Bank about the expiration of the right to represent the Borrower, a change in the manner of representation, or changes
of persons authorized to represent the Borrower, exists regardless of appropriate changes made in relevant registers; and wit h respect to a
natural person being a farmer - about the sale or lease of a farm business or its part and equipment and about the establishment of a right
of use thereon, about a combination, division of the farm business or a change in the ownership structure if such changes res ult or may result
in a deterioration of the Borrower's economic and financial standing,
e)
undertake actions necessary to maintain its legal status and conduct its business in accordance with applicable law, in parti cular obtaining
and renewing any licenses, permits, approvals, and authorizations necessary for conducting its business;
The obligations specified herein above are considered fulfilled as far as the Borrower has published the relevant information or documents pursuant
to separate provisions of law, including in particular regulations governing disclosure obligations related to the listing of the Borrower's securities
on the Warsaw Stock Exchange.
With respect to obligations to provide documents on an ongoing basis, including financial documents prepared by the Borrower as required under
all credit legal relationships established with the Bank, the documents required by the Bank can be provided by way of electr onic communication,
as an attachment sent via the internet Banking System in the form of an electronic file (e.g. pdf, xml, xades, etc).
Documents provided in the above manner are considered effectively served on the Bank. The Borrower is obliged to use original documents only
at the moment of providing them to the Bank, keep the original financial documents (prepared in the form determined in the Accounting Act) and
other documents provided to the Bank, and if the need arises, to deliver the original documents at each request of the Bank. The Borrower shall
be held legally liable for damage that Bank may suffer in connection with using the data and information contained in unreliable or false financial
documents.
§4 Representations and Warranties
1. When signing the agreement, any persons representing the Borrower shall represent that they are authorised to effectively contract financial
obligations on behalf of the Borrower.
2. The Borrower hereby represents that:
a) it is a commercial company validly incorporated and organised under the law applicable for the place of its registered office and has all the
consents, licences, permits or authorisations (of both relevant State or local government bodies and its internal authorities), which are required
to conduct its activity in compliance with law, and it will also ensure that the aforesaid statement remains applicable over the entire agreement
term;
b) the Borrower has obtained any necessary permits and authorisations to conclude the agreement and establish collateral, likewi se to effect
payments under the aforesaid agreements that are enforceable and binding obligations of the Borrower;
c) the Borrower has taken all necessary steps in order to conclude the agreement and collateral agreements, likewise to fulfil any obligations
under the aforesaid agreements in a manner that shall not violate the company’s memorandum and articles of association, founding deed,
internal regulations, applicable laws and any other agreement that the Borrower is a party to, or is bound with, or any other relevant
documents;
d) neither any judgement, arbitration award or any similar decision, nor any administrative decision has been passed against the Borrower which
would be contrary or constitute an obstacle to the conclusion and performance of the agreement or constitute the reason of an event of
default,
e) neither any court action nor arbitration or administrative procedures are pending against the Borrower that pose a threat to the Borrower or
its property, which could result in a significant adverse impact on its ability to comply with its obligations under an agreement or collateral
agreements to be concluded with the Bank, or the legality, validity or effectiveness of those agreements;
f) neither a bankruptcy petition nor motion for starting restructuring or other similar proceedings related to the Borrower's insolvency or risk of
insolvency have been filed against the Borrower nor any of the above proceedings have been instituted against the Borrower, nor the Borrower
is under liquidation;
g) the Borrower has not failed to fulfil any obligations related to the Borrower’s contractual or public commitments that could materially and
adversely affect the Borrower’s capacity to fulfil any obligations under the agreement or collateral agreements, to be concluded with the Bank,
or which could result in illegality, invalidity or ineffectiveness of the provisions of the agreement or collateral agreements to be concluded
with the Bank; nor is there any risk of such a failure;
h) the Borrower’s obligations resulting from the agreements and collateral agreements entered into with the Bank are not s ubordinated, as to
the priority of repayment or satisfaction, to any other obligations resulting from the agreements made between the Borrower and other
entities, except for such obligations whose priority of repayment or satisfaction arises from generally applicable law;
i) neither the Borrower is in arrears with any liabilities of public or legal nature (such as tax liabilities or social security contributions, etc.), nor
there are any claims in connection with such liabilities of public or legal nature;
j) the Borrower’s assets are free from any encumbrances and rights of any third parties, and in particular they have not been esta blished as
collateral for any commitment towards third parties;
k) any information and documents related to the agreement and delivered to the Bank by the Borrower are correct and complete, and fully
reflect the Borrower’s legal, financial and economic situation;
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l)

the Borrower is not aware of any material information, documents or circumstances the disclosure of which could result in the Bank’s refusal
to grant, renew the credit/loan or change the provisions thereof;
m) the Borrower irrevocably waives the option to offset the Borrower’s claims towards the Bank with any of the Borrower’s payment obligations
due to the Bank;
n) without the Bank’s consent, the Borrower shall not grant to any third parties (except the Borrower's employees) any authorisations or powers
of attorney the scope of which matches with the Bank’s powers arising from the authorisations and powers of attorney granted earlier by the
Borrower; the authorisations and powers of attorney granted by the Borrower to the Bank in connection with concluding the agr eement are
irrevocable, and they shall not expire upon the principal’s death (in the event the principal is a natural person),
o) there will be no event of default or a reasonable risk of the occurrence of an event of default as a result of the credit/loa n utilisation under
the agreement,
p) no material adverse change has occurred to the Borrower’s financial situation.
3. A natural person who is a farmer additionally represents that until the repayment of all receivables due to the Bank under the credit/l oan
agreements concluded:
a) s/he will maintain the agricultural production volume at least equal to the level presented to the Bank in the application for granting the
Credit/Loan,
b) s/her will maintain the area of real estate classified as agricultural land held by the Borrower under an ownership title, le asehold agreement
or contract on lending for use, equal at least to the level presented to the Bank in an application for granting the credit/loan; as regards
leasehold agreements or contracts on lending for use, the obligation is deemed fulfilled if the Borrower holds a title to the above real estate
for a period not shorter than resulting from the contents of the leasehold agreements or contracts on lending for use which were presented
to the Bank in the application for granting the credit/loan,
c) s/he will maintain the quality of real estate held and used, classified as agricultural land, in good agricultural culture that guarantees keeping
the right to receive area subsidy payments and will ensure that no reasons for losing the right to receive ar ea subsidy payments or the need
to return them, will arise,
d) s/he will maintain the size of the livestock at the level that guarantees keeping the production volume equal at least to the level presented to
the Bank in the application for granting the Credit/Loan,
e) s/he will maintain the remaining production assets, in particular machinery and farm buildings, at the level that guarantees running agricultural
production equal at least to the level presented to the Bank in the application for granting the Credit/Loan,
f) s/he shall obtain the Bank's consent to make any changes regarding:
(i) agricultural production volume,
(ii) area and quality of the real estate classified as agricultural land,
(iii) other production assets,
(iv) production direction,
which varies from declarations presented to the Bank in this scope with the loan application or in the scope defined in the agreement.
Under the pain of nullity, the consent must be given in writing or with use of electronic signature.
4. The representations made pursuant to para. 2 and 3 above do not refer to any circumstances that the Borrower has informed the Bank of in
writing or with use of electronic signature. The Borrower undertakes to ensure that the representations made pursuant to para. 2 and 3 and §24
and §25 shall continue to remain true throughout the entire financing term. At the same time, the Borrower shall immediately notify the Bank
about any changes related to the circumstances referred to in para. 2 and 3 above, and under §24 and §25 below.
5. The Borrower declares to have been notified that:
a) during the term of the agreement, it is required to take into account the interest rate risk and currency risk when determini ng the amount of
debt to be repaid,
b) currency risk (risk related to FX rate changes) consists in:
(i) increase in the loan debt and the amount of loan principal instalments or loan principal and interest instalments denominated in Polish
currency due to the loan currency appreciation;
(ii) decrease in the loan debt and the amount of loan principal instalments or loan principal and interest instalments denominated in Polish
currency due to the loan currency depreciation;
c) interest rate risk means that:
(i) in the case of increase in the variable base interest rate (i.e. LIBOR, EURIBOR or WIBOR rate) - the credit/loan interest rate will increase,
likewise the amount of credit/loan principal instalments or loan principal-and-interest instalments will increase;
(ii) in the case of decrease in the variable base interest rate (i.e. LIBOR, EURIBOR or WIBOR rate) - the loan interest rate will be lower,
likewise the amount of loan principal instalments or loan principal-and-interest instalments will decrease;
§5 Creditworthiness Assessment
1. Only the Bank shall be authorised to assess creditworthiness of the Borrower and of a person applying for a loan. Upon a motion of the entity
applying for a loan the Bank shall submit an explanation, in writing or with use of electronic signature, on the creditworthi ness assessment made.
The Bank may condition provision of such explanation on loan applicant paying a fee for preparation of other certificate indicated in the table of
commissions and fees.
2. A positive creditworthiness assessment does not constitute the Bank’s obligation to grant a loan. The Bank may refuse to grant a loan or give
consent to amend financing terms and conditions without giving any reasons, and shall not be liable for any costs incurred by the entity applying
for the loan (the Borrower) in connection with the preparation and submission of a credit application.
§6 Financing Term
1. The Bank will render funds or facility available to the Borrower for the "financing term" whose length is specified in the agreement.
2. If the financing term is determined in the agreement as one year or 12 months it shall be understood as 364 days.
3. The financing term commences from the day the agreement comes into force and continues for the period indicated in the agreem ent.
4. Subject to item 2 above, the financing term will expire on the day that corresponds with the agreement’s date of coming into force, and if there
was not such a day in the last month - on the last day of that month. The financing term end-date is the due date of the Bank’s receivables unless
pursuant to the agreement, they would be due earlier.
5. In the case the last day of the financing term does not fall on a business day, the financing term shall be prolonged until the nearest business day.
6. Termination of the agreement, irrespective of its reasons, prior to the lapse of the financing term, shall result in shortening of the financing term
until the day of the agreement termination.
7. The Bank may render a credit facility available also for subsequent current credit terms, within the financing term.
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8. Duration of the first current credit term is specified in the agreement. The length of the subsequent current credit terms will be determined in the
Bank’s notification regarding making the loan available for the subsequent current term. Provisions of items 2 through 6 shal l apply accordingly.
9. The credit facility is made available to the Borrower for subsequent current credit terms upon the Borrower’s request in writ ing or with use of
electronic signature, and requires the Bank’s consent in writing or with use of electronic signature. The Bank’s consent is conditional primarily on
whether the Borrower’s creditworthiness is maintained or not.
10. Application for making the credit facility available to the Borrower for a subsequent current credit term together with all required documents should
be submitted by the Borrower at least three months prior to the expiry of the previous current credit term. The Bank may agree to render the
credit facility available to the Borrower for a subsequent current credit term despite filing the respective application after the above due date. The
Bank shall respond to the application no later than one (1) day before the end of the current credit term.
11. Should there be no approval for making the credit facility available for a subsequent current credit term, the credit facility will not be extended
for the subsequent current credit term and the Borrower shall return the credit funds on the last day of the current credit term validity at the
latest; however, the Bank is not obligated to make the credit facility available for any subsequent credit terms.
12. Making the credit facility available for a subsequent current credit term does not imply renewal of the obligation and does n ot require signature of
an amendment to the agreement (annex to the agreement), unless other stipulations of the credit agreement are changed.
13. Thirty (30) days before the end of the current credit term, the Borrower may request from the Bank a confirmation, in writing or with use of
electronic signature, of the decision on making the credit facility available for the next current credit term, provided that the Borrower’s request
has been submitted in due time.
14. Discontinuity of the current credit term does not prevent the Bank from providing the credit available again unless the agreement is terminated.
§7 Commissions and Fees
1. The Borrower shall pay commissions to the Bank as provided in the agreement, Regulations or in the table of commissions and f ees. The Bank
shall also pay to the Bank fees related to the loan, defined in Regulations or the table of commissions and fees.
2. Commissions and fees are debited to the Borrower’s account held with the Bank. The Bank debits the account without any additi onal instructions
from the Borrower.
3. The commission for granting the credit (loan) is due on the day the agreement is signed.
4. If the agreements defines the rules for disbursement of the credit for further current credit terms, the Bank may collect the origination commission:
for each current credit term. The amount of the commission for the first current credit term is specified in the agreement. The amount of the
commission for each subsequent current credit term shall be agreed by the Bank and the Borrower upon filing the Borrower’s ap plication for
making the credit facility available for the next current credit term.
5. The Bank will charge a commitment commission (on unused credit facility amount) on the credit (loan) made available but not utilised (in full or
in part) / on the credit (loan) tranche made available but not utilised in the amount specified in the agreement. The commission is charged for
each day the credit (loan) is not utilised, assuming that a year has 365 days, starting from the date the credit (loan) was m ade available (in full
or in some portion) until the last allowable day of the credit (loan) utilisation. The commission is calculated on the amount which is a difference
between the credit (loan) amount / loan tranche amount determined in the agreement / credit amount indicated in the Borrower's statement (for
overdraft facilities) and the amount of the utilized credit (loan) in a specific period / as at a specific day:
a)
for revolving credits - the commission will be charged monthly on the last day of a month, and when it is not a business day, on the first
business day that follows,
b)
for non-revolving loans - at the latest, on the loan / loan tranche disbursement date, or at the latest on the date of the ineffective lapse of
the loan disbursement term.
6. The Bank may charge a service commission in the amount specified in the agreement. The commission is collected for making it possible for the
Borrower to change the amount made available to the Borrower and the unused amount of credit. Change of the amo unt of credit made available
to the Borrower does not necessitate an annex to the agreement. The commission is computed for the financing term, on the average loan
amount provided available by the Bank to the Borrower in a given calendar quarter and charged by the Bank on the 15th day following the quarter
end.
7. The Bank collects only one of the commissions listed in items 5 and 6, the type of the commission is defined in the agreem ent.
8. For repayment of the full or partial amount of the credit earlier than stipulated in the schedule of payments or in the current credit term / before
the due date (for overdraft facility), the Bank may collect a commission defined in the agreement as, respectively: credit prepayment commission
(credit limit) or commitment fee for an earlier credit repayment or compensation commission. The obligation to pay such commission arises the
moment the Bank shall count the payment towards repayment of credit not yet due. The amount of the commission is calculated on basis of the
amount of the early repayment or the amount of the current limit, and its rate is defined in the agreement. A payment following the Borrower’s
termination of the loan agreement shall also be deemed prepayment.
9. A commission for an amendment to the agreement is due on the day of signing an annex to the agreement at the rate arising from the annex to
the agreement, whereas the obligation to pay the commission for changing the credit/loan currency arises at the time of changing the credit/loan
currency by the Bank. The amount of the credit after the currency change constitutes the basis for setting the relevant commission.
10. The Bank may charge the Borrower with a fee for failure to fulfil the to present the documents needed to assess the financial and economic
standing of the Borrower within the deadline under the Regulations, the agreement or the Bank’s request, should the Borrower fail to perform the
information obligations mentioned in § 3 section b). The amount of the fee is defined in the table of commissions and fees. The fee is payable
monthly, beginning in the month directly after the month were the failure to perform the obligation to present the above ment ioned required
documents occurred until the Borrower fulfils the obligation Payment by the Borrower of the above-mentioned fee shall not release the Borrower
from the obligation to provide the Bank with the required documents.
11. Any paid commissions and fees shall not be returned, even if the credit/loan granted has not been used by the Borrower.
12. A failure to collect any fee (commissions) on time shall not release the Borrower from the obligation to pay it.
13. The Bank may - for valid reasons, specified in item 14, in the manner defined in item 16 and 17- amend the table of commissions and fees in the
part relating to credits, excluding the stipulations agreed individually with the Borrower.
14. An important reason to change the table of commissions and fees is deemed to be occurrence of at least one of the following circumstances:
a) change of the consumer price index, compared to the previous index for a quarterly six-months or yearly period - by at least 1%
b) change of at least one of the interest rates published by the NBP, including the MPC, in particular:
(i) change of the NBP lombard loans rate - by at least 1% of the indicator since its last change,
(ii) change of the NBP bill of exchange rediscount rate - by at least 1% of the indicator since its last change,
(iii) change of the NBP reference rate - by at least 1% of the indicator since its last change,
(iv) change of the mandatory reserve rate - by at least 1% of the indicator since its last change,
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c) change of change of costs the Bank must incur to perform actions provided for in the Regulations, and specifically the costs of electricity,
telecommunication/IT connections, IT, intrabank settlements, cards settlements, Payment Instruments, labour costs and costs of third party
services in relation to the previous price for the given service in a quarterly, six-months or yearly period by at least 1%,
d) change of scope, method or form of performance of the actions related to the product or service provided by the Bank under the Regulations and
having impact on the Bank's operation or on the change of costs of operation under the Regulations incurred by the Bank by at least 0.1%,
e) necessity to adjust the level of commissions and fees to competitive offers, in relation to the Bank’s market position, taking into consideration the
amount of assets and type of product or service provided by the Bank,
f) change or implementation of new legal provisions which affect the Bank’s operations or the increase of costs the Bank incurs in connection with
its operations specified herein, if based on them, the Bank is obligated to adjust any fees and commissions, or is entitled to charge fees and
commissions, or if the changed, new law provisions have a direct impact on any actions related to the agreement implementation,
g) increase of the quality of the services on offer or introducing new services or changing the manner of provision of services resulting from technical
or technological solutions in the IT system impacting the Bank's activity and its services or impacting the increase of the c osts of operation under
the Regulations incurred by the Bank by at least 0.1%, as long as they ensure due performance of the agreement or the Borrower will have a
choice of whether to use them,
h) change of macroeconomic conditions which affect the Bank’s operations or the increase of costs the Bank incurs in connection with its operations
specified in the Regulations,
i) in order to introduce change of name of a document or a service, editorial or structure changes or to make existing provisions of the table of
commissions and fees more precise.
15. The Bank is entitled to change the table of commissions and fees without prior notice as long as these changes refer only to lowering or waiving
collection of fees and commissions
16. The Bank shall present the Borrower with a notification of the scope of proposed changes to the table of commissions and fees in electronic of
written form, according to rules set out in § 20.
17. Within 14 days of receiving information regarding the amendments to the table of commissions and fees, the Borrower may terminate the
agreement, otherwise it is deemed that the Borrower has accepted the amendments and they are binding.
18. The Bank may also charge fees related to the credit (loan) granted, in the course of the agreement, calculated and payable pursuant to the table
of commissions and fees on the day the obligation to pay such fees arises. The up-to-date table of commissions and fees is available in every
Bank's branch and the Bank's website: http://www.bnpparibas.pl/ or in the Bank’s Call Centre.
19. The Bank will charge an administrative commission - which will be calculated according to the situation as at the last business day of the previous
calendar quarter, whereas if facility repayment falls on this day, the debt balance directly before such repayment was made will be the basis for
calculating the commission:
a) on the amount of the credit/limit which remains available as of that date - for products in the form of a revolving credit line,
b) on the amount of a disbursed loan that remains outstanding as of that date - for non-revolving products (including guarantees issued under
non-revolving guarantee credit lines and letters of credit opened under non-revolving lines of letters of credit),
The fee shall be payable on the 15th day of the first month of the specific quarter or on the first business day after that date, and in the event the
date of the credit/loan repayment or expiry of a guarantee or a letter of credit falls before that date - on the date of the full credit/loan repayment,
expiry of the guarantee or letter of credit, on the basis of the amount of the credit/limit provided available, or the amount of the loan disbursed
and outstanding immediately before the repayment/expiry. The current amount of the fee is determined in the table of commissions and fees. The
Bank may change the fee once a year if there is at least one of the factors listed in item 12 of this article.
20. With respect to guarantees and letters of credit, subject to provisions of the table of commissions and fees, the Borrower will reimburse the Bank
for costs (including fees of banks and other intermediary institutions and reasonable costs of external legal advice), expens es (including
consignments, translations and notices) and fees incurred in favour of third parties (in particular, calculated by banks that issue guar antees in the
event of submitting an order to issue a guarantee under the counterguarantee structure) incurred by the Bank in connection with negotiation,
acceptance and execution of the order, analysis of the demand for payment, dispute between the Bank and the guarantee/letter of credit
beneficiary related to the guarantee issued /letter of credit opened, as well as resulting from any existing event of default.
21. Moreover, if according to the order instruction, costs related to the order execution should be paid by the beneficiary, and the beneficiary refuses
to pay them on their due date, the Borrower shall immediately pay them to the Bank.
22. With respect to guarantees and letters of credit, if costs are denominated in a currency other than PLN and the Borrower’s account is maintained
in PLN, the currency conversion is made at the NBP mid-rate applicable on the payment date.
§8
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Making the Credit/Loan Available and Its Disbursement
The Bank provides a credit (loan) available to the Borrower from the agreement conclusion date, unless the agreement provides otherwise and
subject to item 2 below.
For overdraft facilities, the credit is made available to the Borrower when the Bank confirms that the Borrower has fulfilled credit disbursement
conditions or making the credit available conditions, whereas if the overdraft facility agreement refers to conditions of making the credit available,
they are considered identical with the disbursement conditions to the extent determined in the Regulations.
The Bank shall disburse the credit made available upon the fulfilment of the following conditions (disbursement conditions):
a) payment of commissions (fees) due and reimbursement of costs incurred by the Bank related to granting the credit(loan) as pre viously
agreed and accepted by the Borrower,
b) opening a current account by the Borrower in the Bank in the credit currency,
c) establishment of collateral, unless the agreement provides otherwise,
d) payment of all and any public and legal fees related to the credit granting and establishment of collateral, and
e) fulfilment of other conditions for making the credit available, as specified in the agreement.
The confirmation of the fulfilment of the disbursement conditions is effected by presenting appropriate documents to the Bank.
In the event that within three (3) months of the agreement conclusion, the Borrower has failed to satisfy the conditions necessary for the credit/loan
disbursement, then the Bank may withdraw from the agreement or terminate it, even if the conditions are satisfied after the aforesaid period. The
Bank may submit a statement on withdrawal from the agreement within one year of the agreement conclusion date, with immediate effect.
The Borrower shall, within three (3) months of entering into the agreement, unless the agreement states otherwise, make instructions to draw
down a working capital facility or a non-revolving loan in full or in some portion. Should the credit/loan not be disbursed within this term, even in
some portion, the Bank may lower the loan amount by the unused portion.
The credit/loan shall be disbursed by the Bank within three (3) business days of satisfying all and any conditions that determine credit/loan
availability and disbursement. If an instruction made by the Borrower is also required for the credit/loan disbursement, the time frame shall be
determined from the date of obtaining such instruction by the Bank, and fulfilment of other disbursement conditions, whichever occurs later.
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7. An investment loan or its part is disbursed on the basis of a drawdown instruction submitted by the Borrower, or without such an instruction where
the agreement so stipulates. To the drawdown instruction, the Borrower attaches payment documents (invoices, bills, etc.) that identify a bank
account into which the Bank makes a transfer against the loan - in the case of refinancing the investment costs, it is the current account of the
Borrower held with the Bank - as well as documents confirming that the loan will be disbursed in accordance with the purpose determined in the
agreement. The Bank independently assesses whether a payment is consistent with the loan purpose. The loan is disbursed in the net amount
(i.e. without VAT) or gross amount in the event the Borrower is not a VAT payer, indicated in payment documents submitted by the Borrower,
unless the agreement provides otherwise.
8. Disbursement of the credit/loan despite the Borrower’s failure to fulfil all the terms and conditions, upon which the disbursement depended, shall
not discharge the Borrower from the fulfilment of the aforesaid terms and conditions.
9. If the credit/loan was made available in tranches, the subsequent credit/loan tranches shall be disbursed upon the fulfilment of relevant additional
conditions specified in the agreement for the disbursement of specific tranches.
10. The Bank may refuse to disburse the credit (loan) (or a loan tranche), including to issue a guarantee or open a letter of credit, if:
a) the Borrower fails to fulfil conditions for credit disbursement; or
b) the Borrower loses its creditworthiness; or
c) the Borrower provides the Bank with false or incomplete information impacting the assessment of their creditworthiness; or
d) disbursement would lead to a breach of the financial indicators defined in the agreement; or
e) after the Bank made the credit decision, it turned out that the Borrower fails to fulfil their obligations towards the Bank resulting from other
titles than the agreement under which the credit was to be disbursed; or
f) it is not possible for the Bank to acquire on the interbank financial market the funds in the amount and currency nec essary to disburse the
credit/loan or the credit/loan tranche for a given period of time or within the time period allowing the Bank to disburse the credit/loan or the
credit/loan tranche pursuant to the agreement; or
g) in the case defined in §19 para. 2 of the Regulations.
11. As a result of the credit/loan disbursement, the credit/loan is rendered available by the Bank to the Borrower in the currenc y of the credit/loan.
In the case of any economic situation changes that substantially affect the Bank’s risk related to providing credit/loan in a foreign currency or in
the case of a substantial decrease of availability of the foreign currency in the financial market, the Bank is entitled to e xchange the credit/loan
foreign currency into PLN. Such a change is made based on the Bank's declaration addressed to the Borrower in writing or with use of Electronic
Signature. The currency change becomes effective unless the Borrower resigns from the credit/loan, not yet disbursed, whose c urrency is to be
changed in this way. . The not yet disbursed credit/loan resignation statement may be made within 30 days from the day of receipt of the Bank’s
notification regarding the credit/loan currency change. Any commissions and fees accrued on the credit amount with respect to which the
resignation was effectively made shall be returned by the Bank to the Borrower.
12. If the Borrower makes an instruction to pay funds from the credit/loan disbursed in the currency other than the credit/loan c urrency, the Bank
may make a currency conversion, provided that this currency is available at the Bank at the moment. In the event the specific currency is
unavailable in the Bank, the currency conversion instruction is considered not submitted and the Bank shall immediately notif y the Borrower that
making the currency conversion is impossible.
13. Funds from the working capital loan being disbursed are transferred to the Borrower's current account held in the Bank or to another account
specified by the Borrower. The disbursement is made on the basis of a credit/loan drawdown instruction, pursuant to terms and conditions defined
in the agreement and the instruction. In the case the disbursed credit/loan currency is different from the currency of the cu rrent account to be
credited, the Bank shall transfer funds from the disbursed credit/loan after the currency conversion.
14. In order to satisfy the Bank’s matured receivables due from the Borrower on account of the agreement signed with the Bank regarding a derivative
instrument - the Bank is entitled to disburse from the credit/loan made available but not disbursed in full or in some portion, an amount equal to
the Bank’s matured receivables and count it towards the receivables repayment, despite the Borrower’s different instruction and regardless of the
Borrower’s fulfilment of all the terms and conditions necessary for the credit/loan disbursement. If the credit/loan currency is different from the
currency of the receivable being repaid, the Bank shall convert the respective credit/loan amount into the currency of the receivable.
15. In the event that the Borrower:
a) failed to fulfil the obligation to establish in favour of the Bank the collateral required under a separate agreement to secure a non-matured or
contingent receivable of the Bank arising from a transaction regarding a derivative instrument, or
b) failed to establish the collateral required by the Bank pursuant to §18 item 5 of the Regulations,
irrespective of the Borrower’s instruction to the contrary, and regardless of the Borrower’s fulfilment of all the terms and conditions necessary for
the credit/loan disbursement, the Bank is entitled to independently disburse, from a credit/loan granted but not disbursed in full or in part, a
credit/loan amount equal to the amount that the Borrower would be obliged to pay on account of derivative instruments transactions, as per the
Bank’s valuation of the Borrower’s commitments towards the Bank under such transactions, which valuation was made as if the payment term of
the said amount fell on the day of the Bank’s valuation.
The amount of the credit/loan disbursed in the above manner will be collected by the Bank on account of the collateral requir ed by the Bank to
be established by the Borrower, under the rules determined in a separate collateral agreement. If the credit/loan currency differs from the currency
of the collateral required by the Bank, then the Bank will make a currency conversion of the respective credit/loan amount in to the collateral
currency.
16. Foreign currency buy and sell rates applied by the Bank, hereinafter referred to as “FX rates,” are determined by the Bank on the basis of the
following:
a) average market FX rates of specific foreign currencies applied on the interbank FX market, published in the Thomson Reuters information
service, hereinafter referred to as the “Average Market Foreign Exchange Rates”, and
b) foreign exchange spreads determined in the Bank,
pursuant to the rules determined below.
17. In the case that an Average Market Foreign Exchange Rate is not published in the information service referred to above, the Bank sets the FX
Rates based on data relating to the Average Market Foreign Exchange Rates published in another information or transaction ser vice. Should it be
the case, information on the source of data relating to the Average Market Foreign Exchange Rates, on the basis of which the FX Rates have been
set, is provided in the FX Table valid at the Bank.
18. The FX Rates are set by the Bank under the following rules:
a) a foreign currency sell rate, hereinafter referred to as the “Sell Rate", is set as an Average Market Foreign Exchange Rate increased by a
foreign exchange spread set for foreign currency sale, hereinafter referred to as the "Currency Sell Spread" which is calculated in the
following manner:
Currency Sell Spread = Average Market Exchange Rate x sale correction factor.
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b)

A foreign currency purchase rate, hereinafter referred to as the "Buy Rate", is set as an Average Market Foreign Exchange Rat e decreased
by a foreign exchange spread set for foreign currency purchase, hereinafter referred to as the "Currency Buy Spread" which is calculated
in the following manner:
Currency Buy Spread = Average Market Exchange Rate x purchase correction factor.

19. The difference between the Sell Rate and the Buy Rate of a given currency, calculated in line with the rules specified above, is a Foreign Exchange
Spread which is a sum of the Currency Sell Spread and the Currency Buy Spread.
20. The Bank sets the value of the purchase correction factor and the sale correction factor depending on the interbank foreign exchange market
volatility, liquidity of particular currencies and competitiveness of FX Rates offered to the customers, while the amount of:
a) the Currency Sell Spread or the Currency Buy Spread calculated using these coefficients may not be higher than 5% of the Average Market
Foreign Exchange Rate, whereas
b) The currency spread may not be higher than 10% of the average market exchange rate of the currency,
with the proviso that the amount of these factors may be changed no more than once a calendar month.
21. Information on the amount of the sale correction factor and the purchase correction factor is published in the form of an off icial notice available
from the Bank's branches and the Bank's website - www.bgzbnpparibas.pl.
22. Foreign currency rates binding at the Bank are published in the FX Table valid at the Bank from the day and time indicated th erein until another
FX Table becomes valid at the Bank. FX rates may vary during the day on which they are set.
23. On each business day two FX Tables valid at the Bank are prepared:
a) the first one, valid from 8.45 am, and
b) the last one, valid from 4.15 pm.
24. Irrespective of the times, specified in item 23 above, the Bank may prepare a new FX Table valid at the Bank, if i n the time span between these
hours, the Average Market Foreign Exchange Rate changed by at least half the value of the Currency Sell Spread or the Currency Buy Spread in
relation to the FX Table valid at the Bank, and the change affected at least one currency listed in the FX Table valid at the Bank.
25. The FX Table valid at the Bank includes FX Rates determined on the basis of the Average Market Foreign Exchange Rates prevail ing in the
interbank currency market at 15 minutes prior to the time specified in the table, from which a given table is valid.
26. Current FX Tables valid at the Bank are available at the Bank's branches, in the internet banking system and they are published on the Bank's
website - https://www.bnpparibas.pl.
27. The rules and times of fixing the FX Rates may be changed in the following cases:
a) new legal provisions are introduced or the existing ones are amended with regard to fixing rates or foreign exchange spreads by banks, if
this requires introducing this sort of changes at the Bank,
b) decisions or recommendations are issued by bank supervision bodies, competition and consumer protection bodies or other bodies so entitled,
to the extent these changes include adjusting solutions adopted at the Bank to these decisions or recommendations,
28. A credit/loan disbursement is not made using the split payment mechanism referred to in Article 108a of the Value Added T ax Law of 11 March
2004.
29. Irrespective of the stipulations of the agreement and the Regulations, the Bank allows the Borrowers (who have access to the internet Banking
System at the Bank) to submit Credit/Loan payment orders via the internet Banking System. The Credit/Loan payment orders may be submitted
on behalf of the Borrower by each person who has been authorized by the Borrower in the internet banking system to submit such orders (under
the terms and conditions established in that System).
30. The Borrower may, in a loan drawdown instruction, select the loan disbursement option in order to make a payment for a VAT invoice issued to
the Borrower, in the split payment mechanism. To use this option, the Borrower must first open a split payment account with t he Bank. The split
payment account will be blocked all the time, which means that no other payments may debit or credit this account. A VAT account will be opened
for the split payment account, which will not be linked to any other account maintained by the Bank for the Borrower. In such a situation, the
loan drawdown instruction will also constitute the Borrower's payment order with the content specified in the appendix to this instruction.
§9 Credit/Loan Interest Rate
1. The credit/loan interest shall accrue for the actual number of days from the credit/loan (credit/loan tranche) disbursement day inclusive until the
day preceding the credit/loan repayment. The interest shall be calculated on the credit/loan amount actually used.
2. The credit/loan interest shall be calculated using a fixed or variable interest rate. Agreements setting a maximum base rate may be concluded.
Where such an agreement is concluded, making the credit/loan available shall give rise to the possibility of applying a maxim um base interest rate
from the moment the credit/loan is made available. The signing of an amendment to the Agreement (annex to the Agreement) providing for the
introduction of the maximum base interest rate gives rise to the possibility of applying the maximum base interest rate as from the 14th day from
the date of signing of the amendment to the Agreement (annex to the Agreement); however, if this day falls on a public holiday, the Maximum
Base Interest Rate shall start to apply on the first business day following this day. The provisions of the Agreement concerning the maximum base
interest rate shall cease to apply if the situations referred to in para. 12 sections b), c) and d) below or in the Agreement occur.
3. A fixed interest rate cannot be changed over the Financing Term, subject to item 11 below.
4. A variable credit/loan interest rate corresponds to a variable base rate specified in the agreement, increased by a number of percentage points
specified in the credit/loan agreement (“margin”).
5. Any change of the variable base interest rate shall not be deemed an amendment to the agreement. Change of the variable base interest rate
shall result in an automatic change of the credit/loan variable interest rate, accordingly.
6. The variable base interest rate may refer to LIBOR, EURIBOR or WIBOR rate, depending on the credit/loan currency.
7. The variable base interest rate is set for the first time on the credit/loan disbursement day at the rate published two busin ess days (established
according to the country where the rate is published) before that day.
8. The variable base interest rate shall be updated by the Bank for the first time:
a) on interest maturity date that falls in a month following the month of the first credit/loan disbursement, if that date differs from the credit/loan
disbursement date,
b) on interest maturity date that falls after the period corresponding to the variable base interest rate period (1M, 3M, 6M, etc.) indicated in the
agreement and counted from the credit/loan disbursement date – if the interest maturity date is the same as the credit/loan disbursement
date.
9. The Bank shall make subsequent updates of the variable base interest rates regularly in periods of time corresponding to the variable base interest
rate periods (1M, 3M, 6M, etc.) specified in the agreement and counted from the last update date.
10. Every update of the variable base interest rate is made at the rate published two business days (established according to the country where
the rate is published) before that day.
11. The fixed interest rate of the credit/loan, or margin stipulated in the agreement may be increased accordingly in order to cover costs incurred by
the Bank in relation to granting the credit/loan. This may take place if in the course of the financing term, under law regul ations implemented
“BNP Paribas Bank Polska Spółka Akcyjna, with its registered office in Warsaw (01-211), at ul. Kasprzaka 2, entered into the Register of Entrepreneurs of the
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after the agreement conclusion, the Bank becomes obligated to establish credit/loan-related provisions, special funds, deposits or pay similar fees.
Instead of increasing the margin, however, the Bank may charge an additional commission or fee to the Borrower.
12. Where:
a) the agreement does not specify the interest rate, or
b) the variable base interest rate, applicable to the currency of the credit/loan or its tranche, is not published, or
c) the actual cost of respective financing by the Bank is higher in the interbank financial market than the amount of the published variable base
interest rate, applicable to the currency of the credit/loan facility or its tranche, or
d) it is not possible to set the interest rate for any other reason,
the Bank shall individually determine the interest rate that shall be the total of the Bank's margin and appropriate interest rate established by the
Bank in good faith, based on available and credible sources, inclusive of the costs of acquisition by the Bank of the require d amount for a given
period.
13. Interest rates shall be set per annum. Interest for one day is calculated by dividing the interest rate by:
- 365 days for all credits/loans, except:
a) credits/loans repaid in equal loan principal and interest instalments,
b) credits/loans granted before 1 August 2016 other than overdraft facilities,
- 360 days for credits/loans listed in item 13 sections a) and b).
14. The Credit/Loan interest rate may not be higher than the maximum interest rate. In the event the credit/loan interest rate set forth in the manner
stipulated in the agreement is higher than the maximum interest rate, the Bank shall charge interest equal to the maximum interest for this period.
§10
In
a)
b)
c)
d)

Grace Period
the event the agreement provides for a grace period, the following provisions shall apply:
grace period shall be set in months,
grace period commences on the first day of the month that follows the month in which the credit/loan disbursement period has expired,
grace period shall not extend the financing term,
grace period for the credit/loan repayment shall not apply to other receivables due to the Bank, the interest in particular.

§11 Currency of Credit/Loan Repayments
1. Repayment of the receivables shall be made in the credit/loan currency.
2. Repayment of the receivables in the credit/loan currency may also be preceded by currency conversion made by the Bank. The currency conversion
is applied in particular when a foreign currency credit/loan is repaid by way of debiting the Borrower's PLN account agreed upon for repayments.
3. The above-mentioned rules shall be also applied accordingly when the Bank offsets its obligations with the Borrower’s receivables.
§12 Credit/Loan Prepayment
1. The Borrower has the right to prepay the Credit or a portion thereof, having notified the Bank about such an intention no later than three (3)
Business Days prior to the date of the planned prepayment indicated in the instruction. Such an instruction, after the prepayment has been settled
by the Bank, may not be withdrawn by the Borrower. Concurrently with making the prepayment, the Borrower shall pay any interest, commissions,
fees and costs due to the Bank under the (credit) agreement.
2. The instruction shall be realized no later than on the third business day after it has been made and will be realized as at the prepayment date
indicated in the prepayment instruction, as long as there are fund to execute a prepayment, in the amount indicated in the instruction, at the
execution date. The prepayment date indicated in the instruction may not be earlier than the date of submitting the instruction. If there are no
sufficient fund in the full amount indicated in the instruction, the instruction may be executed at a late date, after sufficient fund are provided to
make the prepayment in the amount resulting from the instruction, however, not later than on the 30th business day from the i nstruction
submission date. In such a case, the prepayment will be made as at the date when the Borrower provides the funds suf ficient to make the
prepayment in the full amount resulting from the instruction.
3. The Bank, in the first place, shall count the amount paid towards the credit/loan receivables that are due the earliest
4. In the case there are insufficient funds on the Borrower’s bank account to cover the relevant prepayment fee the Bank shall be entitled to decrease
the credit/loan prepayment amount by the fee due. The Bank is also authorised to allocate the amount of the prepayment, made in full or in some
portion, towards the receivables due to the Bank from the Borrower on the day of making the instruction, arising from other title than the
agreement.
5. Irrespective of the stipulations of the agreement and Regulations, the Bank permits an option, for Borrowers who have access in the Bank to the
internet banking system, to submit credit/loan prepayment orders via the internet banking system. The credit/loan prepayment orders may be
submitted on behalf of the Borrower by each person who has been authorized by the Borrower in the internet banking system to submit such
orders (under the terms and conditions established in that System).
§13 Methods of Receivables Repayment
1. Any receivables shall be repaid at their maturity (payment date) at the latest into the bank account designated in the agreement.
2. In the event the loan amount is to be repaid in equal instalments and it is not divisible into equal instalments, the instalm ent amount will be
rounded down, depending on the loan currency, either to full Polish zlotys or other respective currency, and the last (balancing) instalment will
constitute the difference between the loan amount disbursed and the total of the remaining instalments.
3. The receivables shall be repaid by debiting the Borrower’s account by the Bank up to the balance available at the receivables’ maturity date. The
Bank may debit the account without a separate instruction of the Borrower. The Borrower shall ensure that there are sufficient funds on the
account to allow the repayment.
4. In the event the receivables are to be repaid into a credit/loan account of the Bank (the Bank’s internal account), the funds earmarked for the
receivables repayment should credit that account at the receivables maturity day at the latest.
5. The Bank may at any time designate an account other than the one indicated in the agreement to be credited by the Borrower with funds necessary
to cover the Bank’s receivables. Such change is made through the Bank’s statement and shall not require conclusion of any ann ex to the agreement.
6. in the event of occurrence of grounds for return of subsidies by the Agency for Restructuring and Modernisation of Agricul ture (“ARMA”) defined
in the preferential credit agreement which refers to/ to which apply the General Preferential Fina ncing Conditions mentioned in §1 para. 4, the
Bank shall enforce the receivables on its own behalf and in favour of the ARMA. Return of the receivables includes also the a mount equal to the
subsidies already transferred along with interest in the amount as for tax arrears purposes, calculated from the date the subsidies were transferred
by the ARMA to the Bank until the date they are returned to the ARMA account. The Bank will allot the funds obtained as result of enforcement or
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liquidation proceeding or as result of voluntary repayment by the Borrower, within 4 business days for reimbursement of subsidies along with
interest, in the amount relative to the amount of the regained receivables. The proportion between the receivables of the Bank and of the ARMA
shall be set as at the date of the launch of the enforcement or liquidation proceedings or of the voluntary repayment by the Borrower, by
comparison of the amount of the Borrower's debt resulting in the principal amount and the subsidies transferred by the Agency.
§14 Default on Payments
1. In the case any receivables are not repaid at their maturity until 2.00 p.m. Warsaw time, they shall become past due debt.
2. To repay the past due debt, the Bank is authorised to debit each account held by the Borr ower with the Bank, without the need to submit a
separate instruction by the Borrower to that effect. In the situation that repayment of a past due debt is made through the Bank's debiting of the
Borrower’s account maintained in other currency than the currency of the past due debt, the Bank shall debit such account after a respective
currency conversion.
3. In the event there are insufficient funds on the Borrower’s account at the Bank to repay the past due debt, the Bank is autho rised to debit also
the guarantor’s accounts maintained by the Bank with the amount of the past due debt.
4. For each such amount, the Bank will charge default interest in the amount of statutory interest determined pursuant to Articl e 481 of the Civil
Code Act of 23 April 1964.
5. If a Borrower is late with repayment of the Borrower's obligation on account of a credit/loan granted, the Bank will request the Borrower to make
the repayment, and informs the Borrower that the Bank may file an application for restructuring the debt in the manner and under the rules
determined in the Banking Law.
6. The Bank shall notify the Entity Establishing the Collateral of any delays in the loan repayment, in a manner elected by t he Bank, particularly: in
writing, with use of electronic signature, by phone or by email.
§15 Allocation of Credit/Loan repayments
1. the Borrower shall, on due dates, provide funds in the account indicated in the agreement for repayment of receivables thereu nder.
2. If the amount of funds mentioned in para. 1 is not sufficient to pay the Bank’s receivables under the agreement, the receivables shall be settled
in the following order:
a) court and enforcement costs and other costs and expenses due from the Borrower, covered by the Bank,
b) commissions and fees,
c) interest on past due debt,
d) matured non-paid interest (overdue),
e) over-due principal,
f)
contractual interest,
g) principal receivable (principal)
3. The above-mentioned order of receivables repayment refers to the receivables arising from all agreements concluded between the Bank and the
Borrower, and any indication that a given amount is transferred to repay a specific agreement shall not change the aforesaid repayment order.
§16 Financing Term Extension
1. The financing term may be extended only upon the Bank’s written consent granted in writing or with use of electronic signature, otherwi se it shall
be null and void
2. Extension of the financing term shall not be regarded as a conclusion of a new agreement (renewal) but as an amendment to the existing
agreement under which the Bank granted the loan. Granting credit for the next current credit term processes under the rules s tipulated in the
Regulations.
§17 Other Obligations of the Borrower
1. In the course of the agreement the Borrower shall not:
a) grant powers of attorney to third parties (except for the Borrower's employees) so that they could administer the Borrower’s accounts held with
the Bank, assign rights arising under such accounts to third parties, pledge such rights or impose other restrictions on using these accounts in
favour of third parties,
b) use the credit/loan for other purposes than specified in the agreement;
c) neither establish any pledge or mortgage (subject to article 72 of the Act on Land and Mortgage Registers and Mortgages and Article 311 of
the Civil Code) nor otherwise encumber any of its assets, whether owned now or purchased in the future, in connection with obligations (own
or other persons’) towards third parties.
d) sell the Borrower’s assets, except for sale resulting from the Borrower’s current business operations;
2. Furthermore, the Borrower shall also:
a) hold its current accounts with the Bank throughout the entire financing term, likewise channel the Borrower’s settlements through the aforesaid
accounts,
b) lawfully conduct the Borrower’s business, obtain any necessary permits, licenses and concessions,
c) lawfully keep the Borrower’s accounting books and records, and commission independent auditors to review the Borrower’s financial statements,
if it is required by law,
d) promptly and duly perform the Borrower’s obligations towards the Bank, likewise ensure timely and due performance of any obligations towards
the Bank by entities in which the Borrower holds interest or shares that entitle him to control such entities, or by entities which are otherwise
controlled by the Borrower,
e) promptly and duly perform the Borrower’s public obligations,
f) promptly and duly perform the Borrower’s private obligations,
g) maintain the Borrower’s property in a non-deteriorated state (except for deterioration caused by normal wear and tear resulting from regular
business activity) and continue its uninterrupted insurance in the manner suitable for the type of business activity and risks to which his property
may be exposed, in order to guarantee the continuity of the business activity, likewise immediately inform the Bank on any ma terial damage
occurring in this property exceeding 5% of its value,
h) when contracting credit-like commitments towards third parties, the Borrower shall establish collateral for such commitments exclusively on the
condition that, at the same time, similar collateral is established in favour of the Bank, on pari passu terms, for each loan granted by the Bank
that remains outstanding, so that the level of the Bank’s collateral is at least the same, as the collateral established in f avour of third parties
that finance the Borrower, in particular with regard to the type, priority, value and quality of the collateral established for the Borrower’s loan
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liabilities due to the Bank, and taking into account the loan type, amount and term, and if establishing of such collateral i s not possible, the
Borrower shall establish other collateral or additional collateral in favour of the Bank in the form and value required by the Bank.
i) make any transactions or conclude any agreements with other persons, including affiliated entities, at arm’s length only unless the Borrower
can objectively justify a departure from arm’s length conditions and provided it causes no negative tax consequences for the Borrower. The
Borrower shall not make any transactions in which services provided by the parties are inequivalent, in particular fr ee-of-charge transactions,
donations,
j) to maintain throughout the entire financing period valid obligatory insurance (applies to natural persons who are farmers):
(i) farmers’ civil liability insurance (OC) on owning an agricultural farm - the insurance policy should include the total area of the agricultural
farm (own and leased land) and buildings insurance (own and rented) included in the agricultural farm - as defined in the Act of 22 May
2003 on obligatory insurance, Insurance Guarantee Fund and the Polish Bureau of Transport Insurance (Journal of laws of 2018, item 473,
as amended),
(ii) of crop covered by obligatory insurance in a given year, according to the Act of 7 July 2005 on Crop and farm animals insurance (Journal of
laws of 2017, item 2047, as amended),
§18 Credit/Loan Collateral - General Provisions
1. The Borrower shall immediately establish the legal collateral stipulated in the agreement.
2. At the Bank’s request, the Borrower shall immediately establish legal collateral or additional legal collateral in the case when:
a) the Borrower’s creditworthiness assessed on basis of documents and information in the term of the agreement has deteriorated or an event
has occurred that threatens the continuity of operation, or
b) the value of the established collaterals has decreased according to assessment with the same method as was originally used to determine the
collateral value of other method agreed on by the parties, or the potential for such decrease has emerged, or
c) the previously established credit/loan collateral has ceased be effective or their effectiveness has been questioned by the Borrower, the Entity
Establishing the Collateral or a third party, or
d) the Bank has become entitled to terminate the agreement.
3. In the above-mentioned situation, the Bank, taking into consideration the opinion and just interests of the Borrower, will set out the type, method
of establishment and conditions of the additional collateral.
4. Until the time of establishing the additional credit/loan legal collateral, the Bank may withhold the credit/loan unused or repaid portion (as regards
revolving facility).
5. If:
a) the Borrower’s contracts or intends to contract a financial commitment towards a third party (including also making derivativ e instrument
transactions), or
b) the Borrower makes or intends to make any transaction with a third party which results or may result in the encumbrance of the Borrower’s
assets in connection with the Borrower’s own commitments or commitments of third parties, which in the Bank’s opinion may have an adverse
effect on the Borrower’s ability to perform obligations due to the Bank on account of the loan or derivative instrument transactions concluded
with the Bank,
at the request of the Bank, the Borrower shall immediately establish, in favour of the Bank, collateral or additional collateral for the Bank’s
receivables on account the credit/loan and on account of derivative instrument transactions. The form and value of such collateral or additional
collateral shall correspond, in the Bank’s opinion, to the increased credit risk of the Bank resulting from the above.
6. The Borrower shall take actions towards the Party Establishing Collateral to ensure fulfilment of any obligations under the collateral agreement by
the Party Establishing Collateral, likewise to maintain the collateral value, and immediately notify the Bank about circumsta nces which may result
in the reduction in value for the Bank of the collateral accepted. Failure to perform these obligations by the Borrower shall give the Bank the right
to demand establishment of additional collateral.
7. The Bank is not obliged to notify the Entity Establishing the Collateral of any events related to the agreem ent performance, in particular, of any
amendments to the credit/ loan agreement, prepayment of the credit/loan or refusal to disburse the credit/loan. In a situation were legal provisions
oblige the Bank to inform the Entity establishing the collateral of specific circumstances related with performance of the agreement the By the
Borrower. The Bank will provide such information in the form agreed on with the Entity establishing the collateral.
8. The Bank is authorised by the Borrower to provide the Entity Establishing the Collateral, at a request of the latter, with the agreement, likewise
information on the Borrower’s outstanding debt balance and receivables repayment dates. The Bank is not obliged to notify the Borrower about
the above request made by the Entity Establishing the Collateral.
9. Towards the Bank, the Entity Establishing the Collateral may not plead either the lack of awareness of the Borrower’s obligat ions, or the lack of
information of the Borrower’s financial standing or creditworthiness.
10. The Entity Establishing the Collateral may not require from the Bank to disclose detailed information on the collateral estab lished by other
persons, including the collateral established by the Borrower.
11. Costs related to:
a) establishment, change, supplementation or maintaining validity (effectiveness) of collateral,
b) management, safekeeping or guarding the collateral assets, likewise the manner of maintaining the collateral,
c) release of the collateral asset (including cancellation of respective collateral entry),
shall be borne by the Borrower.
12. The Bank may satisfy its claims against the collateral in a sequence selected at its discretion, taking into consideration th e principle of
proportionality of measures. The possibility of satisfying its claims against the collateral is not conditional upon ineffective enforcement of the
receivables due from the Borrower.
13. The Bank is authorized to inspect at any time, on its own or through third parties, the condition of the collateral asset, wh ereas the Borrower
and the Entity Establishing the Collateral are obligated to immediately enable the Bank or a third party to conduct such an i nspection and to provide
an assessment (or reassessment) of the collateral value made by an independent expert appraiser.
14. In the event the credit/loan repayment is secured by an assignment of receivables and the debtor under the receivables assign ed makes a
payment related to the receivables in favour of the Bank using the split payment mechanism, referred to in Article 1 08a of the Value Added Tax
Law of 11 March 2004, the amount corresponding to the whole or part of the VAT arising from the invoice, received into a VAT account of the
Bank linked to the account indicated to the debtor under the receivables assigned as the repayment account, will be transferred by the Bank into
the VAT account linked to the current account held by the Borrower/assignor maintained by the Bank, or another account specif ied by the
Borrower/assignor.
The amount of the payment related to the receivables, made using the split payment mechanism in favour of the Bank by the debtor under the
receivables assigned, in the part including VAT, will not be included in the calculation of the maximum total amount of the r eceivables which have
been or should have been assigned to the Bank under the agreement of the assignment of receivables.
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15. The Entity Establishing the Collateral in the form of an assignment undertakes and ensures the Bank that its account will be on the List during
the term of the assignment agreement.
16. In the event the account of the Entity Establishing the Collateral in the form of the assignment is not on the List, the Bank has the right to
withhold the transfer of the referenced amounts, until the Entity’s account is entered in the List in accordance with applicable regulations in this
respect.
17. The provisions of para. 15-16 shall not apply if the Entity Establishing the Collateral proves to the Bank that under the applicable provisions of
the VAT Act dated 11 March 2004, it is not obligated to enter its account in the List.
§19 Agreement Dissolution due to Credit/Loan Termination and Events of Default
1. The Bank shall be entitled to terminate the credit facility agreement (in its entirety or in part) under the provisions of the Bank Law pertaining to
the agreement, i.e. in the case of the violation by the Borrower of the credit terms and conditions or in case of loss of cre ditworthiness. In the
event the conditions of a credit agreement termination are fulfilled, the Bank may also decrease the amount of the granted loan or its specific
tranches (in full or in part) or increase the margin by up to 5 percentage points, yet maximum by such an amount that the tot al contractual interest
rate should not exceed the maximum interest rate or increase the margin by up to 5 percentage points, (but by no more than enough to bring the
total contractual interest rate below the maximum interest rate) or increase a commission for new guarantees / letters of credit and /or future
commissions for already issued guarantees / opened letters of credit, from the next settlement period, to the amount not higher than twice the
existing rate.
2. The following shall be also deemed the breach of the loan granting conditions:
a) the Borrower presenting false or incomplete information at conclusion of the agreement, the Borrower presenting false or incomplete information
required according to § 3, 4, 17 and 18 hereof, presenting falsified or false documents or in any other way misleading the Ba nk at conclusion
of the agreement and during its term,
b) a material change of the Borrower's ownership or capital structure without the Bank's prior consent (granted in writing or with use of electronic
signature); the material change is deemed to be the following:
(i) loss of control (over 50% of shares (interest)) by the composition of shareholders existing as at the agreement conclusion time, or loss of
their right to elect the majority of the composition of management or supervisory bodies,
(ii) a change which results in a loss of control by the entity having, as at the agreement conclusion date, the status of the Borrower's controlling
entity, where the control means that the controlling entity, directly or indirectly:
 holds the majority of voting rights in any governing body of the Borrower, also by means of agreements with other right holders, or
 holds the right to appoint or revoke the majority of the members of the Borrower's governing or supervisory bodies, or
 is authorised to set out financial and operational policies for the Borrower, individually or through person or entities it has appointed
under a contract concluded with other holders of voting rights, or
c) limiting or abandoning of the Borrower's business operations declared to the Bank as the main operation at the moment of granting the credit
or moving the Borrower's registered office outside the territory of Poland, without the Bank's prior consent (granted in writ ing or with use of
electronic signature),
d) merger with another entity, division or transfer of the Borrower's enterprise to any entity under any title whatsoever, without the Bank's prior
written consent (granted in writing or with use of electronic signature),
e) encumbrance or alienation of real estate mortgaged in favour of the Bank without the Bank's prior consent (granted in writing or with use of
electronic signature),
f) notice of termination (or other manner of unilateral early termination), unilateral decrease of credit or refusal to disburse credit by any financial
institution (including the Bank) of a credit/loan agreement concluded with the Bank or another agreement entailing credit risk (including in
particular factoring or leasing agreements); the above applies also to a parent company (within the meaning of the Code of Co mmercial
Companies and Partnerships Act of 15 September 2000) of the Borrower and a company with respect to which the Borrower is apparent
company (within the meaning of the Code of Commercial Companies and Partnerships Act of 15 September 2000),
g) suspension by the Borrower of the repayment of the entire debt or its part, announcement of such an intention or admittance that the Borrower
is unable to repay its debts on their maturity dates, or starting negotiations, due to financial difficulties, with one or more creditors to refinance
or restructure its financial debt,
h) the Borrower has breached provisions of law related to anti-money laundering, counter-terrorist financing, observance of sanction provisions or
sanctions which the Bank is obliged to apply as a member of the BNP Paribas Group, or the Bank has become aware of reliable information
about the use of the Bank’s activities by the Borrower for criminal actions or actions associated with criminal actions,
i) loss of right to the entirety or part of subsidy for investment under credit, when, under the Agreement the subsidy was supposed to be used to
repay the credit;
j) occurrence of another event which, according to the Bank, may materially impair the legal, economic or financial situation of the Borrower to
the extent jeopardising its ability to duly perform its obligations arising under any agreement concluded with the Bank.
3. In the event of termination of the agreement, the Borrower shall lose the right to utilise the unused or repaid (for the revolving credit) part of the
credit/loan upon serving the notice of termination by the Bank.
4. In the event a guarantee credit line agreement, letter of credit line agreement, multi-option credit line agreement or multi-option premium/premium
bis credit line agreement have been terminated with a notice or if not all receivables under such agreements have been paid on the last day of
the financing term, any matured receivables denominated in currencies other than the credit limit currency will be converted by the Bank into the
currency of the credit limit and aggregated into one receivable. The currency conversion and aggregation of the matured receivables takes place
at the latest on the termination date of agreements the receivable from which are to be converted.
§20 Delivery of Letters
1. Any letters from the Borrower to the Bank should be addressed to the Bank’s Branch which maintains the Borrower’s current account.
2. The Borrower's holding of a bank account with the Bank, to which the possibility of using electronic access channels (internet banking system) or
providing the Bank an e-mail address, is tantamount to the Borrower's consent for the Bank to deliver correspondence via the internet banking
system or to an e-mail address, including amendments to the Regulations and the table of commissions and fees and other products held by the
Borrower at the Bank;
3. The Bank has the right to send correspondence in a secured form to the email address. In such a case, only the person who can open and read
the attachment is the authorized to receive the password who is assigned by the Borrower as the person authorized to receive the current account
statements sent be email.
4. Any correspondence sent by the Bank to the Borrower, either by mail or via courier, to the most recent mailing ad dress provided by the Borrower
or registered office address, in the case the Borrower failed to provide a mailing address or the Bank received returned corr espondence three
times, or the correspondence address in a branch of the Bank.
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5. Letters shall be deemed duly served on the following dates:
a) if delivered in person or by a messenger – on the day of their receipt,
b) if delivered via email - on the date of sending the email,
c) if delivered via electronic access channels / internet banking system – at the moment they are correctly entered into the electronic access
channel / internet banking system,
d) if delivered by a registered letter or a registered letter against acknowledgement of receipt if the Bank does not have a proof of delivery - after
21 days from the date of sending to the last address provided by the other party, unless this party proves i t was unable to read the
correspondence in that time.
§21 Complaints
1. The Borrower may lodge complaints (reservations) in the Bank concerning services provided by the Bank.
2. Complaints may be lodged in writing – in person in the Bank's branches or registered office, or by mail sent to the address of the Bank's branch
or registered office, orally – by telephone at the call centre number +48 22 566 99 99 (a call charge according to operator's price list), or in
person to be minuted in the Bank's branch or registered office, and by electronic means - through the internet banking systems or using a
complaint form at the Bank's website: www.bnpparibas.pl. Full contact details of the Bank's units and registered office are provided at the website
and in the Bank's Units.
3. When the Borrower has lodged a complaint, the Bank considers the complaint and provides a reply to the Borrower in paper or using another
durable medium, whereas the Bank replies to the Borrower by email at the Borrower's request.
4. The Borrower’s complaints are considered and replied by the Bank immediately, no later than within 30 days of the date of the complaint receipt.
In particularly complex cases that prevent the Bank from resolving the complaint within the above time frames, in the information delivered to
the Borrower, the Bank explains the reasons for the delay, specifies the circumstances that need clarification and sets a tim e scale for solving the
complaint that cannot exceed 60 days of the complaint receipt, if the Borrowers are natural persons.
§22 Amendments to the Regulations
1. The Bank may - for valid reasons, specified in para. 2, in the manner defined in para. 4 - amend the Regulations, excluding the stipulations
agreed individually with the Borrower.
2.

Valid reasons for amending the Regulations include:
a) introduction of new law provisions or amendments to the applicable ones, or issuance of recommendations or interpretations by authorized
state bodies on the manner of application of such law provisions, if it results in the need to adjust the agreement provisions to solutions
arising from the law provisions, recommendations or interpretations issued,
b) change of the functionality of banking services or products offered by the Bank resulting from changes of the Bank's IT infrastructure, which
entail no additional obligations of the Borrower, to the extent in which it results in the need to adjust the agreement provisions,
c) changes in the Bank's offering that consist in broadening the scope of services or products, providing that it ensures the due perf ormance of
the agreement and does not lead to the increase in the Borrower's financial encumbrances under the agreement and it is not detrimental to
his/her interests,
d) increase in costs related to the agreement as a result of growth of the Bank's external costs, including changes in prices of energy,
telecommunication connections, postal services, license fees, interbank settlements, insurance costs or complementary products, to the extent
such costs affect the costs of services provided by the Bank,

3.

Within 14 days of receiving a notification of amendments to the Regulations - the Borrower may terminate the agreement by giving a 30-day
notice. On the last day of the notice period at the latest, the Borrower shall repay the total amount of all his/her liabilit ies towards the Bank
arising under the Loan granted. If the agreement is not terminated, the amendments shall be deemed approved by the Borrower and binding.

4. The Bank shall present the Borrower with a notification of the scope of proposed changes to the Regulations in electronic or written form, according
to rules set out in § 20 hereof.
§23 Other Stipulations
1. Conclusion, amendment and termination of the agreement requires written form or use of electronic signature, otherwise shall be deemed null
and void. Conclusion, amendment and termination of collateral agreements (documents) requires written form or use of electronic signature,
otherwise shall be deemed null and void. Electronic signature is not allowed for a promissory note and a mortgage, and where a special form is
required (e.g. a notarial deed containing a declaration of submission to enforcement pursuant to Article 777 of the Code of Civil Procedure).
2. Polish law shall be applicable to judge legal relationship arising between the Bank and the Borrower.
3. Any receivables due to the Bank under the agreement may not be assigned to any third party without the Bank’s consent granted in writing or
with use of electronic signature, otherwise the assignment shall be considered null and void.
4. In the event of invalidity or ineffectiveness of any provisions of the Regulations, the agreement or collateral agreement, the remaining provisions
shall remain in full force and effect.
5. In the case the Bank fails to exercise any of its rights arising from the provisions of the Regulations, an agreement or collateral agreement - it may
never be regarded as waiving such rightsIn the case the Bank fails to implement any of the provisions of the Regulations, an agreement or
collateral agreements, it may never be regarded as waiving its rights arising from such provisions.
6. The Regulations may be prepared and forwarded also in English and French language versions. In case of any discrepancies between the language
versions, the Polish language version shall prevail.
7. The Bank and other entities within the BNP Paribas Group offer their services on the international market, to a wide range of customers. Therefore
it is possible that such services will be provided to entities that are the Borrower’s partners or competitors. The Borrower takes note of that fact.
§24 Representations regarding environmental, social and governance risks
1. The Borrower hereby represents that to the best of the Borrower’s knowledge:
a) the Borrower’s activity which is to be financed with the Loan funds, is conducted pursuant to the applicable national and loc al regulations,
provisions binding in the European Union, international conventions and international agreements which Poland is party to, regarding
environmental, social and governance issues, including provisions on environmental protection, employment likewise occupation al health and
safety;
b) the Borrower has received and currently holds all the necessary permits required pursuant to the regulations regarding enviro nmental, social
and governance issues in connection with the activity conducted by the Borrower;
c) neither the Borrower nor its business activity, operational activity or fixed assets are the subject of a court dispute or actions undertaken to
protect the environment, employment, occupational health and safety likewise social issues by any authorities.
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2. The Borrower shall notify the Bank about any serious social, environmental or governance events, including in particular the following:
a) employee fatal accidents related to the Borrower’s activity
b) any damage to environment within the understanding of the Nature Conservation Law.
3. The Bank has the right to demand presentation of documents and information regarding compliance with law regarding the environmental, social
and governance issues and also to conduct an on-site control to assess the environmental, social and governance activities.
4. The Bank represents that it has been running its business based on values and guidelines which reflect the Bank’s commitme nts in relation to
human rights, fundamental freedoms and natural environment. The Bank wishes to cooperate with customers whose business practices and
management style represent a high level of responsibility in this respect. The principles are reflected in the BNP Paribas Responsible Business Principles,
available at the following link: https://www.bnpparibas.pl/csr/strategia-csr.
5. The Bank represents and the Borrower acknowledges and undertakes to comply with the fact that the credit/loan may not be used to finance the
following:
a)
transactions related to:
(i) controversial weapons (controversial types of weapons which have indiscriminate effects and cause unnecessary damage and injuries,
including in particular: cluster munitions, anti-personnel mines, chemical weapons, biological weapons, nuclear weapons and depleted
uranium ammunition),
(ii) production, trade in or use of gill nets longer than 2.5 km,
(iii) production of asbestos fibres,
(iv) production and sale of products including PCB (polychlorinated biphenyls),
(v) trade in endangered species of plants or animals subject to CITES and having no permit,
b)
directly or indirectly, transactions, projects or parties engaged in using forced labour (including slave labour or child labour),
c)
transactions or projects which can have a lasting negative impact on the natural environment.

§25

Regulations regarding sanction legislation

1. The Borrower represents and warrants the Bank that as at the date of the agreement and the date of submitting each order:
a) the Borrower, the Entity Establishing the Collateral and its/their subsidiaries or parent entities, its/their undertakings, members of its/their
authorities, remain compliant with the sanction legislation,
b) none of the entities listed in section (a) above:
(i) is either an entity subject to the sanction legislation or participates in a transaction because of which it may very likely be considered an
entity subject to the sanction legislation; or
(ii) is either subject to or participates in any proceedings or investigation conducted against it/them in connection with the sanction legislation,
or has/have been involved in the sanction legislation circumvention or evasion practice,
(iii) has either a registered office or branch in the country or in the territory which (or whose government) is subject to the sanction legislation
which prohibit maintaining relationship with this government, country or territory.
2. The Borrower additionally undertakes that, until the full repayment of all receivables due to the Bank, the funds obtained under any risk-bearing
product will neither be available, whether directly or indirectly, to a sanctioned entity nor will be used by a sanctioned entity to reach benefits.
3. The Bank shall not be held liable for any damage caused by any delay or refusal to execute, blockade or freeze of the order or any payment,
failure to return documents or other actions arising from the Bank’s compliance with the sanction legislation.
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PART II

Credit/Loan agreements and general financing agreement
§1 Non-revolving Loan Profile
1. The non-revolving loan is a loan with a predefined repayment schedule.
2. Repayment of the non-revolving loan in whole or in some portion shall not entitle the Borrower to reuse the same loan within its repaid
amount. Any loan amount that has not been disbursed until the date of the loan first repayment may not be disbursed after that date.
3. The non-revolving loan may be a working capital facility or investment loan.
4. Any loan granted by the Bank is a non-revolving loan, unless otherwise stipulated in the Regulations or the agreement.
§2 Revolving Credit Profile
1. Repayment of a revolving loan prior to the end of the financing term shall entitle the Borrower to reuse the credit limit wit hin its repayment
amount, however, up to the loan amount (credit limit) and until the lapse of the current credit term.
2. Repayment of the revolving credit prior to the financing term end is made based on the instruction given by the Borrower thro ugh the Bank’s
debiting the Borrower’s current account indicated in the agreement.
3. The revolving credit shall be disbursed and repaid in a minimum amount indicated in the agreement. The repayment of the loan or its part
shall not be made on the day of disbursement of the loan or its part.
4. The revolving credit is a working capital facility.
§3 Profile of a Guarantee Credit Line Agreement
1. Under a guarantee credit line agreement, the Bank enables the Borrower to submit orders to issue a guarantee, in original or via the internet
banking system.
2. The Bank may refuse to execute the order submitted by the Borrower without specifying the refusal reason, in particular in th e event the
Borrower has violated stipulations of the guarantee credit line agreement or the Regulations, or if the order breaches any social, environmental
or governance responsibility criteria (CSR/ESG) required by the BNP Paribas Group.
3. The total amount of guarantees to be issued by the Bank may not exceed the credit amount (credit limit) indicated in the agre ement. The
guarantees issued under the agreement and amounts paid by the Bank under the guarantees that remain unpaid by the Borrower shall
decrease the amount of the credit limit available.
4. In the event of any ambiguities in the content of the order or non-compliance between the order and the contents of the documents attached
thereto, the Bank may ask the Borrower to remove them. The Bank can also require the submission of additional documents that are
necessary, in the Bank’s opinion, to take a decision on the order execution.
5. Any activity carried out between the Borrower and the guarantee beneficiary shall not affect the scope of the liabilities of the Borrower towards
the Bank under the guarantee issuance order.
6. Validity periods of guarantees issued may not end later than 14 days prior to the end of the financing term.
7. The guarantee credit line agreement may be either a non-revolving facility agreement or a revolving facility agreement. As regards the
revolving facility, whenever the Bank’s obligation arising from the guarantee issued to the Borrower's order expires before the financing term
end or prior to the end of the current credit term, if such has been determined, the amount of the credit limit available wil l increase and the
Borrower will be entitled to apply to the Bank for issuance of subsequent guarantees, within the credit limit available and until the lapse of
the financing term or the current credit term if such has been determined. With regard to the non-revolving facility, the credit limit shall not
increase, and the Borrower may not apply for issuing subsequent guarantees.
Credit Currency
8. The credit limit may be denominated in PLN, USD or EUR. However, guarantees may be issued in any currency indicated by the Borrower,
provided that the buy/sell rate of such a currency is quoted by the Bank. In the case the guarantee currency differs from the credit limit
currency, the amount of the credit limit being used is each time decreased by the guarantee amount, which is increased, to se cure against
FX risk, by additional 5% of the guarantee amount, and in the case of a guarantee whose validity period exceeds six months, by additional
10% of the guarantee amount, using the FX rate binding at the Bank on the day of issuing the given guarantee.
9. In the event that the guarantees issued under the agreement are denominated in a currency other than PLN, USD, EUR, the credit limit
amount thus used is determined through a conversion of the guarantee currency into the credit currency. Making such a conversion shall not
require a separate instruction of the Borrower.
10. The agreement may specify credit limits (sub-limits) for particular currencies.
Payment under the Guarantee
11. In the event that the guarantee beneficiary demands payment under the guarantee issued by the Bank, the Bank shall effect the payment
and the Borrower is obligated to return the paid amount to the Bank on the same date when the Bank made the payment under the guarantee.
If the Bank effects the payment in a foreign currency other than the credit limit currency, the Borrower is obligated to repay the amount paid
by the Bank after its currency conversion into the credit limit currency. The currency conversion shall be made on the day of making the
payment by the Bank.
12. The Bank shall make a payment under a guarantee after all the conditions described in the guarantee are fulfilled, in particular after a demand
for payment is made or all required documents and statements are submitted. The Bank is not obliged to verify the circumstanc es that result
from submitted documents or presented statements, unless the content of the guarantee indicates otherwise.
13. The Bank will notify the Borrower immediately about receiving a demand for payment from the guarantee beneficiary or its bank , and then
about whether the Bank considered the demand consistent with the guarantee content and made the payment (with an indication of its date)
or whether refused to make the payment, or about a withdrawal of the demand for payment by the beneficiary.
14. The Bank is not obliged to analyse the existence, validity, effectiveness and legal effects of any legal relationship between the Borrower and
the guarantee beneficiary, in each case when the payment is consistent with the guarantee terms and conditions. The assessment of the
demand consistence is made solely by the Bank.
15. The Bank debits the Borrower’s accounts held in the Bank, without the need of a separate instruction from the Borrower, with the amount
and currency paid to the guarantee beneficiary. The Borrower shall ensure a sufficient amount of funds on the Borrower’s accounts held in
the Bank to cover the amount paid by the Bank under the guarantee. If there are insufficient funds on the Borrower’s accounts , the debt
becomes past due and the Bank is entitled to withhold the issuance of guarantees ordered by the Borrower.
16. The Borrower hereby agrees that in the case of a past due debt, the Bank shall be authorized to submit a statement, in writing or with use
of electronic signature, on the Borrower's liability novation within the meaning of Article 506 of the Civil Code; as a consequence, the
Borrower's liability shall become a liability under a non-revolving loan with the principal debt amount corresponding to the amount paid by
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the Bank under the guarantee, repayment date of seven (7) days of the date of payment under the guarantee made by the Bank, and interest
rate for past-due debt amounting to the maximum default interest rate determined under Article 481 of the Civil Code Act dated 23 April
1964. Whenever the Entity Establishing the Collateral is different from the Borrower, and the collateral is a suretyship or a limited property
right, the Entity Establishing the Collateral gives consent to maintain the collateral established by that Entity despite making the novation.
17. Subject to the mandatory provisions of law, the Bank shall not be liable to the Borrower for damage suffered by the Borrower as a result of
the issuance of a guarantee in accordance with the order or payments made by the Bank under the guarantee in accordance with its content,
unless the damage occurred unlawfully, as a result of wilful misconduct of the Bank.
Security Deposit
18. The Bank is authorised to demand a security deposit and the Borrower shall establish the same in the following cases:
a) if it is so provided under the guarantee credit line agreement or order,
b) in the event the Borrower fails to meet the agreement terms and conditions, or if there is a risk to a timely repayment of the Bank’s
receivables due from the Borrower,
c) in cases described in §18 item 2 of the Regulations,
d) in a situation when the guarantee validity period is longer than then current credit term (as long as such a term is determin ed) and then
the credit is not provided available for the subsequent credit term.
19. The security deposit constitutes collateral for conditional receivables due to the Bank from the Borrower regarding the reimbursement of
amounts paid by the Bank under guarantees issued under the agreement.
20. The Borrower shall establish the security deposit prior to the credit disbursement in the case specified in item 18 section a), while in cases
determined in item 18 sections b) through d) - immediately, upon receiving the request from the Bank.
21. The security deposit is established by an ownership transfer of an amount as collateral made by the Borrower in favour of the Bank pursuant
to Article 102 of the Banking Law.
22. In cases specified in item 18 sections b) through d), in the request to establish the security deposit, the Bank indicates th e amount
corresponding to the valid guarantees issued by the Bank under the agreement, and the account which should be credited with the amount.
23. The Borrower shall ensure sufficient funds on the Borrower’s account to establish the security deposit. In the event of insufficient funds in
the Borrower's accounts, the Bank is entitled to lodge a claim against the Borrower for payment of the missing amount needed to make the
deposit.
24. The Borrower hereby grants an irrevocable power of attorney to enter into a security deposit agreement by and between the Bank and the
Borrower, without the prior request upon the Borrower to fulfil that obligation, under standard terms and conditions applied by the Bank.
Article 108 of the Civil Code shall not apply. To effectively establish the deposit, it is not necessary to make the agreement in writing. It will
be sufficient when the Bank collects the specified amount from the Borrower’s account and, in cases determined in item 18 sec tions b)
through d), notifies the Borrower about the establishment of the deposit and its parameters. The security deposit is established in the
guarantee currency, unless it has been agreed otherwise. In the event the Borrower’s accounts are maintained in other currenc y than the
currency of the security deposit to be made, the Bank shall make a currency conversion on the terms specified in the Regulations, and
allowing for the provisions of the agreement or the Regulations regarding hedging the exchange rate risk.
25. Funds of the security deposit will not earn interest, unless the parties have agreed otherwise.
26. If the parties have decided that the security deposit established in cases specified in para. 18(a) will bear interest, than the interest will be
calculated at the fixed interest rate applicable to term deposits in the currency of the security deposit on the date of its collection from the
Borrower’s account, determined in the Table of interest rates for funds in a BNP Paribas Bank Polska S.A. account or at the i nterest rate
individually agreed with the Bank.
27. If the parties have decided that the security deposit will bear interest, remuneration for using the amount of the deposit (interest) will be
calculated by the Bank at the end of the period for which the deposit was established (i.e. 14 days from the expiry date (including due to
return of the guarantee or the beneficiary releasing the Bank from any obligations arising from the guarantee before the expiry date)), unless
the parties have agreed otherwise. The Bank will transfer the accrued remuneration to the Borrower’s account from which the security deposit
has been collected (after the deduction of the costs of transferring the funds).
28. In the event that the Bank makes a payment in favour of the beneficiary of the guarantee issued by the Bank, the Bank may recover the paid
amount against the security deposit established (satisfaction with the collateral) without any separate instruction of the Borrower, whereof
the Bank will notify the Borrower forthwith.
29. The amount of the security deposit shall be decreased accordingly in the case of a guarantee expiry, likewise return of the guarantee by its
beneficiary prior to its validity date, without requesting any payment under the guarantee in the meantime. The security depo sit shall be
decreased after 14 days of the guarantee expiry (including due to the return of the guarantee or a release of the Bank by the beneficiary
from obligations under the guarantee prior to its validity date), in such a manner that the Bank returns the relevant funds p lus the interest
accrued to the Borrower’s current account.
§4 Profile of a Letter of Credit Line Agreement
1. Under a letter of credit line agreement, the Bank enables the Borrower to submit orders to open letters of credit (L/Cs), in original or via the
internet banking system.
2. The Bank may refuse to execute the order submitted by the Borrower to open or amend a letter of credit, without specifying th e refusal
reason, in particular in the event the Borrower has violated stipulations of the letter of credit line agreement or the Regulations, or if the order
breaches any social, environmental or governance responsibility criteria (CSR/ESG) required by the BNP Paribas Group.
3. The total amount of letters of credit to be issued by the Bank together with the tolerated L/C amount indicated in the letter of credit order
may not exceed the credit amount (credit limit) indicated in the agreement. Any letters of credit issued under the agreement and amounts
paid by the Bank under the L/Cs that remain unpaid by the Borrower shall decrease the amount of the credit limit available.
4. In the event of any ambiguities in the content of the order or non-compliance between the order and the contents of the documents
attached thereto, the Bank may ask the Borrower to remove them. The Bank can also require the submission of additional documents that
are necessary, in the Bank’s opinion, to take a decision on the order execution.
5. Any activity carried out between the Borrower and the letter of credit beneficiary shall not affect the scope of the liabilit ies of the Borrower
towards the Bank under the order to open the L/C.
6. The performance date of L/Cs opened by the Bank may not end later than 14 days prior to the end of the financing term.
7. The L/C line agreement may be either a non-revolving facility agreement or revolving facility agreement. As regards the revolving facility,
whenever the Bank’s obligation arising from the L/C opened to the Borrower's order expires before the financing term end or prior to the end
of the current credit term, if such has been determined, the amount of the credit limit available will increase and the Borrower will be entitled
to apply to the Bank for opening subsequent L/Cs, within the credit limit available and until the lapse of the financing term or the current
credit term if such has been determined. With regard to the non-revolving facility, the credit limit shall not increase, and the Borrower may
not apply for opening subsequent L/Cs.
Credit Currency
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8. The credit limit may be denominated in PLN, USD or EUR. However, L/Cs may be opened in any currency indicated by the Borrower, provided
that the buy/sell rate of such a currency is quoted by the Bank. In the case the L/C currency differs from the credit limit currency, the amount
of the credit limit being used is each time decreased by the L/C amount, which is increased, to secure against FX risk, by additional 5% of
the L/C amount, and in the case of an L/C whose term of realisation exceeds six months, by additional 10% of the L/C amount, using the FX
rate binding at the Bank on the day of opening the given L/C.
9. In the event that the letters of credit issued under the agreement are denominated in a currency other than PLN, USD, EUR, th e credit limit
amount thus used is determined through a conversion of the L/C currency into the credit currency. Making such a conversion shall not require
a separate instruction of the Borrower.
10. The agreement may specify credit limits (sub-limits) for particular currencies.
Payment under a Letter of Credit
11. In the event of a payment under a letter of credit opened by the Bank, the Bank shall effect the payment and the Borrower is obligated to
return the paid amount to the Bank on the same date when the Bank made the payment under the letter of credit. If the Bank ef fects the
payment in a foreign currency other than the credit limit currency, the Borrower is obligated to repay the amount paid by the Bank after its
currency conversion into the credit limit currency. The currency conversion shall be made on the day of making the payment by the Bank.
12. The Bank shall make a payment under a letter of credit after all the conditions described in the L/C are fulfilled, in partic ular after all required
documents and statements are submitted. The Bank is not obliged to verify the circumstances that result from submitted documents or
presented statements, unless the content of a letter of credit indicates otherwise.
13. The payment is made regardless of the existence, validity, effectiveness and legal effects of any legal relationship between the Borrower and
the L/C beneficiary, in each case when the payment is consistent with the L/C terms and conditions.
14. The Bank debits the Borrower’s accounts held at the Bank, without the need of a separate instruction from the Borrower, in the amount and
currency paid to the L/C beneficiary. The Borrower shall ensure a sufficient amount of funds on the Borrower’s accounts held at the Bank to
cover the amount paid by the Bank under the L/C. If there are insufficient funds on the Borrower’s accounts, the debt becomes past due and
the Bank is entitled to withhold the performance of L/Cs ordered by the Borrower.
15. The Borrower hereto agrees that in the case of a past due debt, the Bank shall be authorized to submit a statement, in writing or with use of
electronic signature, on the Borrower's liability novation within the meaning of Article 506 of the Civil Code; as a consequence, the Borrower's
liability shall become a liability under a non-revolving loan with the principal debt amount corresponding to the amount paid by the Bank
under the L/C, repayment date of seven (7) days of the date of payment under the L/C made by the Bank, and interest rate for pas t-due
debt amounting to the maximum default interest rate determined under Article 481 of the Civil Code Act dated 23 April 1964. Whenever the
Entity Establishing the Collateral is different from the Borrower, and the collateral is a suretyship or a limited property r ight, the Entity
Establishing the Collateral gives consent to maintain the collateral established by that Entity despite making the novation.
16. Subject to the mandatory provisions of law, the Bank shall not be liable to the Borrower for damage suffered by the Borrower as a result of
opening the L/C in accordance with the order or payments made by the Bank under the L/C in accordance with its content, unless the damage
occurred unlawfully, as a result of wilful misconduct of the Bank.
Security Deposit
17. The Bank is authorised to demand a security deposit and the Borrower shall establish the same in the following cases:
a) if it is so provided under the letter of credit line agreement or order,
b) in the event the Borrower fails to meet the agreement terms and conditions, or if there is a risk to a timely repayment of the Bank’s
receivables due from the Borrower,
c) in cases described in §18 item 2 of the Regulations,
d) in a situation when the letter of credit validity period is longer than then current credit term (as long as such a term is d etermined) and
then the credit is not provided available for the subsequent credit term.
18. The security deposit constitutes collateral for conditional receivables due to the Bank from the Borrower regarding the reimbursement of
amounts paid by the Bank under letters of credit opened under the agreement.
19. The Borrower shall establish the security deposit prior to the credit disbursement in the case specified in item 17 section a), while in cases
determined in item 17 sections b) through d) - immediately, upon receiving the request from the Bank.
20. The security deposit is established by an ownership transfer of an amount as collateral made by the Borrower in favour of the Bank pursuant
to Article 102 of the Banking Law,
21. In cases specified in item 17 sections b) through d), in the request to establish the security deposit, the Bank indicates th e amount
corresponding to the valid letters of credit opened by the Bank under the agreement, and the account which should be credited wi th the
amount.
22. The Borrower shall ensure sufficient funds on the Borrower’s account to establish the security deposit. In the event of insufficient funds in
the Borrower's accounts, the Bank is entitled to lodge a claim against the Borrower for payment of the missing amount needed to make the
deposit.
23. The Borrower hereby grants an irrevocable power of attorney to enter into a security deposit agreement by and between the Bank and the
Borrower, without the prior request upon the Borrower to fulfil that obligation, under standard terms and conditions appl ied by the Bank.
Article 108 of the Civil Code shall not apply. To effectively establish the deposit, it is not necessary to make the agreement in writing. It will
be sufficient when the Bank collects the specified amount from the Borrower’s account and, in cases determined in item 18 sections b) through
d), notifies the Borrower about the establishment of the deposit and its parameters. The security deposit is established in t he L/C currency,
unless it has been agreed otherwise. In the event the Borrower’s accounts are maintained in other currency than the currency of the security
deposit to be made, the Bank shall make a currency conversion on the terms specified in the Regulations, and allowing for the provisions of
the agreement or the Regulations regarding hedging the exchange rate risk.
24. Funds of the security deposit will not earn interest, unless the parties have agreed otherwise.
25. If the parties have decided that the security deposit established in cases specified in para. 17(a) will bear interest, th an the interest will be
calculated at the fixed interest rate applicable to term deposits in the currency of the security deposit on the date of its collection from the
Borrower’s account, determined in the Table of interest rates for funds in a BNP Paribas Bank Polska S.A. account or at the interest rate
individually agreed with the Bank.
26. If the parties have decided that the security deposit will bear interest, remuneration for using the amount of the deposit (i nterest) will be
calculated by the Bank at the end of the period for which the deposit was established (i.e. 14 days from the expiry date of obligations arising
from the last letter of credit), unless the parties have agreed otherwise. The Bank will transfer the accrued remuneration to the Borrower’s
account from which the security deposit has been collected (after the deduction of the costs of transferring the funds).
27. In the event that the Bank makes a payment in favour of the beneficiary under the letter of credit opened by the Bank, the Bank may recover
the paid amount against the security deposit established (satisfaction with the collateral) without any separate instruction of the Borrower,
whereof the Bank will notify the Borrower forthwith.
28. The amount of the security deposit shall be decreased accordingly in the case of the expiry of the Bank’s obligations under letters of credit
opened to the Borrower’s order. The security deposit shall be decreased after 14 days of the L/C expiry, in such a manner that the Bank
returns the relevant funds plus the interest accrued to the Borrower’s current account.
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§3 Overdraft Facility profile
1. Under the overdraft agreement, the Bank undertakes to make available appropriate funds to the Borrower up to the credit amount specified
in the agreement, on the Borrower’s account maintained by the Bank. The funds shall be used against the debit limit of the said account.
2. Any instructions of the Borrower that are not fully covered by the agreed credit amount shall not be executed. The same shall apply to the
Borrower’s instructions in the case the available debit limit is insufficient for covering the Bank’s receivables related to the execution of a
given instruction.
3. The overdraft facility may be used repeatedly and each payment into the Borrower’s current account reduces the outstanding debit balance.
4. Any payments into the Borrower’s current account shall not decrease the outstanding debt balance of the overdraft facility, i f the Bank is
entitled to use the funds for the repayment of other receivables due to the Bank from the Borrower.
5. The overdraft facility is a working capital facility.
§6 Profile of a Multi-Option Credit Line Agreement
1. Under the multi-option credit line agreement, the Bank undertakes to put funds at the disposal of the Borrower, accept orders to issue
guarantees or open L/Cs, up to the credit amount specified in the agreement (credit limit), and the Borrower undertakes to return the used
funds along with other dues or to fulfil other obligations arising under the agreement.
2. The Borrower’s instructions may be executed through the financing forms stipulated in the agreement. All applicable provisions of the
Regulations shall apply accordingly.
3. The multi-option credit line agreement may determine credit limits for particular forms of financing.
4. Particular forms of financing are used based on instructions submitted by the Borrower, which shall not be understood as entering into a
credit relationship separate from the agreement.
5. The multi-option credit line agreement is a revolving facility and cannot be used as an investment loan.
6. If one of the financing forms is a revolving credit, which in the event of the lack of funds on the Borrower’s account can be utilised to repay
receivables due to the Bank under the orders to issue a guarantee or open a letter of credit - the provisions of the Regulations and the credit
agreement regarding the minimum amount of revolving credit disbursement and repayment - shall not apply.
Credit Currency
7. The agreement may specify credit limits (sub-limits) for particular currencies.
8. The Borrower agrees that the Bank may, under its unilateral declaration submitted to the Borrower, exclude or limit the possi bility of using
the credit limit in a given currency or to reduce the credit limit determined for particular currencies. The Bank’s declaration shall be effective
as of the end of the current credit term and should be submitted at least one month prior to the effective date.
9. In order to monitor the credit limit utilisation level in the event the currency of the credit facility, guarantee or L/C is different from the
currency in which the credit limit amount is expressed:
a) with respect to credit facilities – the Bank prior to each:
(i) extension of the financing term, making the credit available for the next current credit term or increase of the credit amoun t made
available,
(ii) disbursement of a new credit facility, and
(iii) each last day of a month, has the right to convert, on the basis of NBP mid-rates,
the disbursed credit facilities into the currency in which the credit limit amount has been determined, and
with respect to guarantees and L/Cs - the amount of the credit limit being used is each time decreased by a guarantee and L/C amount,
which is increased, to secure against risk arising from FX differences, by additional 5%, and in the case of a guarantee and L/C whose
term of realisation exceeds six months, by additional 10%, using the FX rate applicable at the Bank on th e day of issuing the given
guarantee / opening the given L/C.
If the credit limit is overrun due to FX differences, the Borrower shall repay the excess amount no later than following the date the overrun
occurs. The Bank is authorised to debit the Borrower’s account with the excess amount without any separate instructions of the Borrower. The
information on the overrun is available in the internet banking system.
§8 Profile of Multi-option Premium and Premium bis Credit Line Agreements
1. Under the multi-option premium/premium bis credit line agreement, the Bank undertakes to put funds at the disposal of the Borrower, accept
orders to issue guarantees or open L/Cs, up to the credit amount specified in the agreement (credit limit), and the Borrower undertakes to
return the used funds along with other dues or to fulfil other obligations arising under the agreement.
2. The Borrower’s instructions may be executed through the financing forms stipulated in the agreement. All applicable provisions of the
Regulations shall apply accordingly.
3. The multi-option credit line agreement may determine credit limits for particular forms of financing.
4. The particular forms of financing are used based on instructions submitted by the Borrower, which shall not be understood as entering into a
credit relationship separate from the agreement.
5. The multi-option premium/premium bis credit line agreement is a revolving facility and cannot be used as an investment loan.
6. If one of the financing forms is a revolving credit, which in the event of the lack of funds on the Borrower’s account can be utilised to repay
receivables due to the Bank under the orders to issue a guarantee or open a letter of credit - the provisions of the Regulations and the credit
agreement regarding the minimum amount of revolving credit disbursement and repayment - shall not apply.
Credit Currency
7. The agreement may specify credit limits (sub-limits) for particular currencies.
8. The Borrower agrees that the Bank may, under its unilateral declaration submitted to the Borrower, exclude or limit the possi bility of using
the credit limit in a given currency or to reduce the credit limit determined for particular currencies. The Bank’s declaration shall be effective
as of the end of the current credit term and should be submitted at least one month prior to the effective date.
9. With respect to the multi-option premium credit line agreement, if the currency of the credit facility, guarantee or letter of credit is different
from the credit limit currency, the credit limit amount provided available is each time decreased by 10% of the amount of the utilized credit
facility, guarantee or letter of credit to secure against the risk arising from FX differences.
10. If the credit limit is overrun due to FX differences, the Borrower shall repay the excess amount no later than following the date the overrun
occurs. The Bank is authorised to debit the Borrower’s account with the excess amount without any separate instructions of the Borrower. The
information on the overrun is available in the internet banking system.
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§9 General Financing Agreement Profile
1. The general financing agreement is a framework agreement under which the Bank undertakes to put funds at the disposal of the Borrower up
to the amount determined in the general financing agreement (credit limit) or to render it possible for the Borrower to use other opportunities
indicated in the agreement, upon the conclusion of specific agreements with the Borrower.
2. The Bank is not obliged to conclude specific credit agreements. Specific credit agreements will not be concluded in particular when at the
agreement conclusion time the Borrower is not creditworthy and does not meet other requirements of the Bank with respect to particular types
of financing or if it would violate any regulations currently binding in the Bank.
3. Under the general financing agreement, the Borrower shall repay receivables due to the Bank under the specific credit agreeme nts at dates
and on conditions set out in the specific credit agreements. Once concluded, the specific credit agreements become enclosures to the general
financing agreement.
4. The credit limit is a revolving limit. Upon repayment of a credit granted under the specific credit agreement, the Borrower may reuse the credit
limit within the repaid amount, however, up to the credit limit and during the term stipulated in the general financing agreement.
5. The general financing agreement is concluded for an indefinite period of time and may be terminated immediately by each of the parties
thereto. The termination of the general financing agreement becomes effective however only after the expiry or termination of all specific
credit agreements concluded under the general financing agreement.
6. Any failure to meet the conditions of specific credit agreements shall be treated as the default on the general financing agr eement.
Collateral for receivables under the General Financing Agreement
7. The collateral provided for in the general financing agreement secures the repayment of the Bank’s receivables arising from all specific credit
agreements concluded under the said agreement.
8. The establishment of the collateral under the general financing agreement shall not exclude the possibility of establishing any additional
collateral for the Bank’s receivables arising from specific credit agreements.
9. The collateral provided for in the general financing agreement shall be valid also after its expiry (termination) until the f ull repayment of all
receivables arising from specific credit agreements concluded under the general financing agreement.
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